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Foreword

“The Millennium Development Goals for India have set a target
for 2015, of reducing poverty by 50% (compared to 1993 data).
About thirty per cent of the population of the country is still living
below the poverty line. Whilst the proportion of the people living
below the poverty line has been declining over the years, the rate
of such a decline has been fairly slow, except in recent times.
Nearly 80 percent of the people living below the poverty line are
located in rural areas, with a large share coming from the category
of wage workers.”
- Annual Report 2012-13, Ministry of Rural Development,
Government of India
“India is today a $1.8 trillion economy, the fourth largest in the
World. Its robust and dynamic economy has achieved much in the
last two decades of the reform period.”
– India Development Report 2012-13
With these extreme reality of two sides of same coin, people in
India live in two categories: one category of people becoming
richer over the years whilst another category becomes poorer due
to the high rate of inflation and changing living standards. The gap
between the haves and the have-nots is further widening and thus
leading to social unrest in the society. This situation is a burden to
the new generation as they are forced to catch up in this vicious
circle. In order to compete in the present day society, it is becoming
tough to bridge the gap and to bring equality in the society.
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ASSIST has continued to serve the society for one more year, having
concentrated more on promoting a safeguarding value system
in its target villages in order to maintain the cohesiveness for
their sustainable development. Self-governed community-based
organisations are the major stakeholders in ASSIST’s target villages.
They identify, plan, execute and monitor the interventions based on
their felt-needs, thus emerging through the development process.
In this scenario, ASSIST could make significant positive
improvement on the lives of rural poor through development
process with the support of external agencies. ASSIST is working
with the target communities in 289 villages, spread out in four
revenue districts of Andhra Pradesh State. Majority of target
villages depend on agriculture to make a living. The situation was
worse with the failure of the monsoon rains and non-availability
of canal water from Krishna river for irrigation purposes. As a
result, Crop-Holiday was declared by the Government of Andhra
Pradesh. The instruction given was not to cultivate the wet land
with paddy crop as canal water was not available. Hence, the rural
population had to depend on cultivating the drylands with rain fed
crops and left the wet lands idle. Landless population including
small and marginal farmers who depend on agriculture had to
either earn a living by rearing livestock or by migrating to other
regions in search of work. It also affected not only the agriculture
production in rural areas, but also on the over-all gross domestic
production of the State.

Foreword
Political disturbance in the demand of a separate Telangana,
nomination of special officers for local bodies and expiry of their
term of office (which has delayed the elections) have caused a
State issue by hampering development. There have been problems
such as: ineffective execution of welfare and developmental
programmes with traditional bureaucratic systems; officialised
corruption practices and a human tendency to accept such
practices (due to ignorance, impatience and lack of courage to
fight). Over the years, it has become a common practice by the
opposition political parties to find the loopholes as and when any
new programme has been launched by the Government. As such,
due to reasons beyond the scope of the organisation, affected the
implementation of programmes and thereby meeting the objectives
was delayed. In the current situation, instead working towards the
development of the State, the measures and schemes are more
politically motivated thereby the welfare of people is compromised.
At this point in time, ASSIST would like to highlight the specific
interventions of the year:
• ASSIST has consolidated its efforts in Elachetladibba Village with
the Comprehensive Community Development Programme that
was initiated with the support of RRDF, The Netherlands. This
was achieved by strengthening the people’s organisation and
enhancing local resources. This included mobilising maximum
Government support and enabling the community to achieve
sustainable development.
• ASSIST has continued to tackle the problem of child labour
in Piduguralla, Markapur, Vetapalem and Bollapalli areas
with the support of MANITESE/INTERVITA, FAIB from Italy
and Government of Andhra Pradesh. This was achieved by
ensuring education for 661 children in a Transitional Education
Centre with boarding facilities and also 703 children in
Transitional Education Centres with a mid-day meal provision.
Furthermore, this has been achieved by strengthening the
school’s infrastructure and extending supportive assistance
to the children, whilst also promoting and strengthening the
people’s organisation in 98 target villages and enhancing
livelihood promotion opportunities through ‘micro-credit’ and
community development programmes.
• ASSIST expanded its operations to address child labour with
more focus on girl child in 48 villages of remote Pullalacheruvu
Mandal with the support of Plan International (India Chapter).
• Women and girls were supported and prevented from being
trafficked in the tobacco industry in 30 Villages in Tangutur
Mandal with the support of KFB, Austria.

(through NI-MSME, Hyderabad), ManiTese/Intervita and FAIB
from Italy and RRDF, The Netherlands.
• A Comprehensive Community Development Programme
was launched in Nehrunagar, Santhamaguluru Mandal of
Prakasam District, through the use of child sponsorship from
FAIB, Italy.
• Watershed Development Programme was introduced with the
support of UMMI, Italy, in Gangupalli, Ravulapuram and
Gandiganumala Villages of Bollapalli Mandal.
• Comprehensive community development to combat the problem
of child labour in 44 villages of Pudur Mandal with the support
of Sonnenhaus, Germany is running with various community
development interventions.
• Water and sanitation programmes were established in Bollapalli
and Markapur Areas with the support of FAIB, Italy through the
provision of water treatment plants and promotion of household
sanitation.
• Water treatment plants in four villages were promoted with the
support of UMMI, Italy.
• Community development programme in Dande Colony near
Chirala with the support of Clarinda Still and family, UK and
FAIB, Italy, has started.
• Gaps in child development programmes, school sanitation, and
provision of bore wells were addressed with the support of Give
India through individual donations.
• Land reclamation works were executed in two villages of
Bollapalli Mandal with the support of Give2Asia.
• Child sponsorship programme was executed with the support
of ISP and other individuals from Italy and Germany.
On behalf of the children, the target population, the staff and the
members of ASSIST, I take this opportunity to place on record our
sincere gratitude to all the supporters spread across the world,
without whose extraordinary and kind support, our efforts would
not have been possible. Finally, we are grateful to the Providence,
who has been instrumental in making all of us move closer towards
our IDEAL SOCIETY.

J. Ranga Rao

Operational Director

• Entrepreneurship and a Skills Development Programme was
initiated for 250 youth with the support of Government of India
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A new Era in Partnership….. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

Because of the financial stringencies the world’s economy is
experiencing, the social development fabric is altering with
variations in the flow of funds for the development of the world’s
poorer people. Traditional charity-based programmes are gradually
being replaced with the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
programmes. CSR is not about giving money to charity- the
reality is that no organisation operates without interacting with
its stakeholders. CSR is about managing the relationships it has
with its stakeholders to produce an overall positive impact on
society. These days, NGOs are becoming more flexible in order
to cooperate with governments and companies to contribute to
business, natural environment and society.
However, executing an effective private-sector partnership requires
a certain set of professional skills. NGOs need to understand
the reality of business whilst still having the academic rigor
necessary in order to conduct the robust analysis that underpins
any long-term developmental impact. Economic analysis and due
diligence are required in order to ensure that a business proposal
is beneficial both to the private-sector company and the NGO’s
target population.
ASSIST has 28 years experience in the development sector and
so has acquired the necessary skills to cope with the emerging
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trends. Hence, ASSIST is identified as one of the most efficient and
trusted partners. ASSIST is recognised as having direct access to
beneficiaries by a larger corporate, including that of AVON, GE,
Philip Morris International (PMI), Coca-Cola, Godfrey Philips India
(GPI) and Mahindra Satyam Foundation in Andhra Pradesh and
Karnataka States in India.
The corporations involved in the tobacco industry have recognised
the problems facing the tobacco farming communities, especially
the issues affecting women and children engaged in various
tobacco farms and processing related occupations. These
corporations are working to address these issues and develop
tobacco-farming communities to bring them at par with other
communities. One such intervention has been proposed by
Godfrey Philips India (GPI) under Corporate Social Responsibility
in the Ongole region, the present hub of tobacco industry. This
intervention is a pilot program in two of the tobacco grading
centres run by GPI’s business partners, which provide employment
for 500 women from four villages and four neighbourhoods in the
surrounding area.
Together Philip Morris and ASSIST have implemented an Integrated
Area-Specific Approach against Child Labour to help eliminate child
labour in the tobacco industry.

ASSIST’s partnership with CSR projects began a decade ago
with the Tsunami Relief and Rehabilitation programme in 2004.
This was undertaken in partnership with GE to help hundreds of
fishermen’s families in Prakasam and Guntur Districts of Andhra
Pradesh. Starting with a charity-based programme for tsunami
victims, GE continued its support for safe drinking water provision,
housing, school infrastructure and all other child development
related programmes.
The trend of corporate partnership has continued with the entry
of AVON through Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) an US based
Cosmetic manufacturing company. They came forward to support
the education of female children in the needy rural communities
of Krishna District in Andhra Pradesh, where it’s totally neglected
by the parents. This project has emerged as one of the leading
examples of bringing about changes in the attitudes of parents
on the education of female children.
From 2008, ASSIST’s partnership with PMI has greatly impacted
many tobacco growing communities in Andhra Pradesh and
Karnataka States, leading towards more sustainable community
development. The project has addressed mainly four issues:
Awareness Generation; Development of education and school
infrastructure (contributing towards the effective elimination
of child labour); Provision of safe drinking water and sanitation
and finally, Livelihood Development which is heading for the
sustainable development of families. Ten model villages were
created for March 2013 with PMI support. We are working towards
the development of 16 more villages, with many more interventions
in the coming year. Stakeholder satisfaction is visible at every level
with the PMI project. It has fetched wide recognition among the
public and Government circles.

ASSIST is working at the grassroots level and is in partnership
with the “Support My School” (SMS) campaign introduced by
Coca-Cola, together with NDTV, UN Habitat, PEARSON Foundation,
TATA Tele Services and CAF. Out of the 100 schools targeted in the
first phase campaign, ASSIST has developed 8 schools in Andhra
Pradesh. These schools have stood best in the national evaluation
and have attracted the attention of all other implementing
organisations in the country for exposure and learning. Head of
these two developed schools have been facilitated and awarded
for their excellent performance and the up-keep of the developed
school infrastructure.
Similarly the construction of a low cost community housing
programme with indigenous technology for the flood victims
in Mahaboobnagar District of Andhra Pradesh, partnered with
Mahindra Satyam Foundation (MSF) - a famous software company
brought wide recognition in terms of the degree of community
participation in planning, execution and construction. This
intervention has proved the efficiency and value of ‘community
housing’ (community participated housing) rather than the
‘individual housing’ undertaken by many other organisations.
ASSIST is encouraged by the successful corporate partnership
interventions so far. We are looking forward to many more
endeavours in this direction which contribute towards the
development of humankind.

K.S.R. MURTHY

Executive Director
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Sensitisation

To make the younger generation aware and to enable the less fortunate to reflect on their
status in society is the primary task for any voluntary organisation in order to follow
participatory process in development.
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Sensitisation
To make the younger generation aware and to enable the less
fortunate to reflect on their status in society is the primary task
for any voluntary organisation in order to follow participatory
process in development. The target population has been facing
deprivation over several generations. As a result of this, they have
become dependent on welfare measures that have been extended
by the various Governments from time to time as a part of a cruel
power game. At the same time, they have also developed negative
stereotypes about their social, economic, cultural and political
status in society over the years. Accordingly, ASSIST concentrates on
a variety of sensitisation activities to create the feeling of courage
and confidence among the target population by highlighting that
their development is in their own hands. This is possible only by
achieving cohesiveness among them at a micro-level and then
finally at a macro-level. The change has to start from individual
to family, and then from family to community; thereby to society
at large. ASSIST would like to state that it participates in the
programmes of people and not vice versa.
Cultural Camps:
Cultural programmes with songs, dances, skits and play-lets in the
centre of the villages for two to three hours in the local dialect
has proved to be a powerful tool to initiate a reflection process
among the target population. ASSIST has developed a professional
team called “MELUKOLUPU” (‘Awakening’ in Telugu) of around
10 people comprising of singers, dancers, actors and other artists
to go through the target villages. The team studies the conditions
prevailing in the village during day time and then performs the
problems they have observed in the evening i.e., during the
villagers’ spare time. 158 cultural programmes on various subjects
(mentioned in the table below) were performed during the year.

S.			
No. Area
Issue

No. of Events
organised

1

Bollapalli

People’s Organisations,
The Importance of Education,
Child Labour and Water & Sanitation,

12

2

Gutlapalli

Watershed development,
Water and Sanitation,
Women related issues,
Safe Environment and
importance of Child Education.

28

3

Piduguralla

People’s Organisations,
The Importance of Education and
The Empowerment of Women,
importance of VDS and process to
resolve conflicts and necessity of
SHGs, Income Generation
Programmes and Marketing.

71

4

Ballikurava

The Empowerment of Women and
Child Labour, Balanced diet,
importance of environmental hygiene,
health and Sanitation

5

5

Markapur

People’s Organisations, Child Labour,
Water and Sanitation and
Water Management

12

6

Vetapalem

Child Labour, The Empowerment
of Women, Water and Sanitation

7

Pullalacheruvu People’s Organisations,
The Education of Female Children
and Child Rights

9

Pudur

10 Non-Target
			

Family welfare and child education,
necessity of SHGs and
importance of VDS
Watershed development
Total

4

11

1
14
158
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Sensitisation

Case Study-1
Budagapogu Lingamma hails from Rachakonda village of Pullalacheruvu Mandal. Both of
her sisters are illiterate and got married and she is the last child staying with the parents.
Her parents are agricultural labourers. Every day they have to work incredibly hard to earn
money. Both the parents too are illiterate. Lingamma is 10 years old and studying 2nd class
and she had to stop her studies as the family migrated to Nayudupet temporarily in search of
work. Because of their poverty they are forced to migrate to other places in search of a better
livelihood. Added to that her family started construction of a house in Rachakonda with the
support of the Government, but the money received was not sufficient to complete the house.
So they borrowed an additional amount from money lenders at a high rate of interest. They
are struggling hard to repay the loan as their income is nominal and not adequate to maintain
domestic life. In these circumstances her parents stopped her education and took her to work
along with them in order to earn extra money.
Her family returned home after six months and ASSIST volunteers knowing the situation interacted with the parents and child after a
home visit.  Volunteers made several visits to her parents and tried to convince them to send Lingamma to school, but they could not
come to a decision. Later volunteers contacted the child directly in order to discuss her education with her and learnt that she has an
interest to go to school if her parents agree. The parents were contacted repeatedly and were explained the importance of education and
its necessity. All the efforts were in vain. Later her parents had an opportunity to watch a cultural programme by name “KANUVIPPU”
means (opening the closed eyes) in their village twice and it made them think about future of their daughter. Her mother specially
remembers how under-educated children would face the same grinding poverty like them. Exactly at that moment ASSIST volunteer
counseled them and convinced them. Her parents showed interest to send their child back to school. Lingamma is in 3rd class now at
Rachakunta and going to school regularly like other children.
Rallies
In addition to cultural camps, rallies are organised on recognised days with different groups in society (children, women, youth, community
leaders, officials, elected representatives). These rallies have proved useful not only to draw public attention on the issue but also to
start debating on the issue. Thus, these have led to a critical thinking process among the target population and have been extremely
useful to change the mind-set. The goal is to promote positive thinking about their future. The cultural team is also involved in making
these rallies successful. 68 rallies of different types were organised with all the stakeholders as listed below.

S.			
No. Area
Issue

No. of Events
organised

1

Bollapalli

Importance of Education

1

2

Gutlapalli

Importance of Education (Badi bata)

4

3

Piduguralla

World day against Child Labour
Child Rights week
National Pulse Polio Immunisation

1
2
2

4

Ongole

Awareness of Child Labour
World day against Child Labour
Awareness on Congenital Defects

2
1
1

5

Vetapalem

International Child Rights Day
International Girl Child Day

2
1

6

Vetapalem

Child Labour, The Empowerment
of Women, Water and Sanitation

4

7

Pullalacheruvu World day against Child Labour
Enrolment Campaign

8

Pudur

			

8

1
2

Importance of Education (Badi bata)

44

Total

68

Sensitisation
Wall Paintings
Wall paintings with relevant illustrations and captions draw the
target population’s attention and allow them to question the
prevailing conditions and practices in their respective communities.
These sorts of paintings catch the eyes of both the literate and
illiterate and provide an opportunity to promote discussion on
that particular problematic issue in the village. Such paintings
were developed in the centre of the village on the walls. As such,
37 wall paintings were exhibited on the issues in the problematic
communities.
S.			
No. Area
Issue

No. of Events
organised

1

Gutlapalli

Watershed development

2

Ongole

Child trafficking

3

Pullalacheruvu Child labour and importance of education

			

Total

3
15
19

37

• 50% of the parents of school going children started encouraging
and motivating other parents who were not sending their
children to school.
Learn Without Fear Campaign
Plan India has taken up a gigantic task of organising the “Learn
without Fear” campaign in all the 23 Districts of Andhra Pradesh
in order to re-emphasise the Right to Education Act and its
implementation at the ground level. In this process, the task of
organising the campaign in Prakasam and Guntur Districts was
entrusted to “ASSIST”.
Primarily, ASSIST has conducted divisional level consultations
in three divisions of each District. Divisional level Government
officials, parents, teachers, children and representatives of civil
society organisations have taken part in all these consultations.
An introduction to the purpose of the LWF campaign was given.
The ultimate objective is to promoting violence-free schools in
the State of Andhra Pradesh. The main focus of the consultations
has been on sections 17 and 31 of the RTE Act and to measure
the extent to which categories of participants understand these.
Following this, the parents, teachers and children were divided
into three groups and were motivated to present the status of
corporal punishment, sexual violence and bullying in and around
schools in their communities. Participants have not only explained
the present status but have also come up with their own opinions
including some recommendations to create violence-free schools.
The particulars of the meetings conducted in both the districts
are as follows:

Impact of the various sensitisation activities:
• It was clearly noticed that the parents had realised the need
and importance of education and admitted their children into
school. During the year 2012-2013, 1,654 working children were
taken back and were admitted either directly to Schools or to
Transitional Education Centres.
• 14 Village Development Societies (VDS) were formed and 9 VDSs
were registered.
• 30 Self Help Groups were formed with 300 members joining.
They have saved a substantial amount of INR 12,718,000 during
this year. The groups are rotating this internal loan among them
and not going to any money lenders to borrow at a high rate
of interest.
• 1,030 non-school going children were motivated and
mainstreamed either to the Government schools or to the
Transitional Education Centres.
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Sensitisation
Divisions

Village

Nature of Meeting

Participants

Number

Tenali

Ponnur

Divisional Level meeting

NGO representatives, Teachers, Parents and Children

98

Guntur

Peda Kakani

Divisional Level meeting

Teachers, Parents and Children

91

Narasaraopet

Piduguralla

Divisional Level meeting

Mandal Resource Persons, Teachers, Parents and Children

96

Chirala

Vetapalem

Divisional Level meeting

Mandal Resource Persons, Teachers, Parents and Children

106

Markapur

Rayavaram

Divisional Level meeting

Mandal Resource Persons, Teachers, Teachers’ Union Leaders,
Parents and Children

93
98

Kandukur

Kondepi

Divisional Level meeting

Teachers, Parents and Children

Ongole

Ongole

District Level Meeting

District Legal Service Authority (Judge), Plan Executive, Advocates,
District officials, NGO Representatives, Teachers, Parents,
Children and Media Personnel

154

District Collector and other officials, Plan Executive,
NGO Representatives, Teachers, Parents, Children and Media Personnel

173

Guntur

Guntur

District Level Meeting

Total

Whilst several beneficial recommendations came from these
campaigns in both the districts (from the groups of children,
teachers and parents) the key recommendations which have been
derived are:
• Strengthening school infrastructure and maintaining effective
school management committees.

909

Follow-up Actions which have emerged from the campaigns:
• People should be sensitised through cultural programmes.
• The schools infrastructure should be strengthened with the
provision of water and sanitary facilities, libraries, compound
walls and play grounds.

• Proper implementation of Child Rights and RTE Act stipulations.

• The teachers and the parents should be motivated through the
formation of committees and sensitisation programmes.

• Involvement of all child related line departments and promote
convergence in the programme.

• The media should be utilised for sensitisation activities.
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• Both the parents and teachers should work together to promote
violence-free schools in the District.

People’s Organisations

ASSIST intends to promote development process with the people’s active participation in the
project villages. As such, the primary objective is the formation and strengthening of the
People’s Organisations (PO).
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People’s Organisations
ASSIST intends to promote development process with the
people’s active participation in the project villages. As such,
the primary objective is the formation and strengthening of the
People’s Organisations (PO). This would take about six months
of intensive educational inputs, involving the communities in
PRAs (Participatory Rural Appraisal). However, the strengthening
process would have to continue for a longer duration. This is the
key to attaining sustainable development. Intensive leadership
training camps are proposed to bring out the inherent talents
and to develop an organised system which also functions as an
effective one.
However, society needs to be strengthened by a system of
organised periodic meetings, maintained records and registers,
the discussion of every problem and the finding of solutions by
obtaining opinions from all the parties. Transparency in programme
and finance management has to be developed among the members
in order to function effectively. Qualities, duties and responsibilities
of a good leader will be well explained in these training camps.
They are also taught group dynamics and different strategies in
order to be followed by a leader at different times. Furthermore,
managerial tasks that need to be performed by a leader are taught
in these training camps. These trained leaders are expected to
disseminate their learning to others in their respective villages.
This will occur in their regular meetings or special orientations.
As a result of the continuous sensitisation activities, the status of
people’s organisations in the entire 330 target Communities as
on 31st March 2013 can be grouped as follows:
S.		
No. Area
1

Bollapalli

2.
3.

Under
Formation

Formed

Registered

Total

42

49

Training to leaders:
Lack of managerial skills and knowledge has become the major
obstacle in preventing effective functioning of the people’s
organisations. In order to overcome these hurdles, the plan is
to inculcate the necessary skills, knowledge, capabilities among
the community, so there is an effective management in which the
programmes are executed in an efficient manner. Training camps
are intended to strengthen the village leaders who in turn will
lead the POs more effectively. These office bearers will undertake
Intensive leadership training camps.
In addition to the leadership training camps, exposure visits were
organised for these leaders in order to further strengthen their
capacities and capabilities. These visits provided an opportunity
for these office bearers to interact directly with the similar leaders
of successful People’s Organisations and to learn the skills and
techniques in executing the developmental programmes well.
Group dynamics, conflict resolution and cooperation with the
government departments are some of the crucial elements which
were learnt through these exposure visits.
S. Area
Training Topics
No.			
1 Gutlapalli

Watershed and its importance,
Maintenance of watershed works,
Soil conservation and water conservation
activities in watershed programme.

9

2 Piduguralla

Leadership qualities, Govt. Programmes,
Membership and Corpus fund,
Documentation and its necessity

9

3 Ballikurava

Roles and Responsibilities of
VDS members and Leadership qualities

            3

4 Markapur

Leadership qualities, How to overcome
the identified problems

2

5 Ongole

Child Trafficking and Right to
Education Act
Labour Act and Nature of work place

1
4

-

7

Chilakaluripet

-

5

5

10

Edlapadu

4

-

11

15

4.

Gutlapalli

2

16

12

30

5.

Ballikurava

2

-

12

14

6 Pullalacheruvu Need and necessity of Child Forums
and Child Protection Committees

6.

Markapur

11

13

1

25

7 Avanigadda

7.

Ongole

-

30

-

30

8.

Piduguralla

6

2

23

31

9.

Vetapalem

4

3

16

23

48

-

-

48

11. Pudur

-

31

13

44

12. Avanigadda

-

10

1

11

77

117

136

330

10. Pullalacheruvu

		 Total

12

No. of Camps

		

3

Roles and Responsibilities of
VDS members and need for Cohesiveness             5

Total			

36

People’s Organisations

Case Study-2
When Bodha Ramana Reddy walks through his hometown of
Kuchipudi, he sees projects that can improve the quality of life
for the 650 families in his village. Foremost among these is the
development and maintenence of the schools, safe drinking water
provision, sanitation and roads in his town. Children, he says, must
go to school to have a good life, and they need good roads, safe
drinking water and hygiene & sanitation to get to these schools.
Without good schools and good environment, children fall into
working in the tobacco fields from a young age. In a village where
roughly half the population is literate, Ramana Reddy hopes to
achieve universal literacy in the next generation by encouraging
regular school attendance and eliminating child labour. Philip
Morris and ASSIST together have implemented an Integrated
Area-Specific Approach against Child Labour to help eliminate
child labour in the tobacco industry. With this approach, the village
of Kuchipudi has developed 100 acres of undeveloped land at the
edge of Kuchipudi that will help them achieve this goal.
One of the biggest challenges facing communities like Kuchipudi
and the NGOs and donors who work with them is the question of
planning for the future. A large donation may help build schools,
water & sanitation and roads, but communities like Kuchipudi
must find a way to maintain this infrastructure to combat child
labour and ensure that children attend school. No matter how
generous the donor, communities must find the means to become
self-sustaining. The people of Kuchipudi understand this and came
up with a plan to develop the 100 acres of waste land near their
village.

The village panchayat worked with ASSIST to develop their business
plan for the land. They decided to grow eucalyptus, which would be
ready for harvest in five years from planting. Eucalyptus matures
quickly, requires minimal labour to maintain, and yields a high
profit. Project provided the funds to clear the bushes in the waste
land, tilling & cultivation, purchase the young eucalyptus trees and
plant them. The villagers obtained permission from the government
to cultivate the land. They worked together to clear the brush and
plant their eucalyptus sapplings. In two more years, the village
will be able to sell the harvested eucalyptus for Rs. 5,000,000.
Accounting the expenses, the land development program will yield
a profit of Rs. 3,000,000. The village plans to use this profit to
refurbish the schools and improve all the facilities including the
roads in Kuchipudi.
Ramana Reddy explains that developing a shared plan for the
land and for the profits has helped strengthen community ties
in Kuchipudi. People now feel that all children should attend
school not just so that each individual becomes successful, but
to improve the community and have an educated populace.
Planning what to do with the money has also been positive for the
village of Kuchipudi. Because they will have three harvests from
the eucalyptus, villagers have been able to plan for community
development for the next 15 years. This ensures that the villagers
of Kuchipudi will be able to maintain the schooling infrastructure
in their village. This has helped the villagers of Kuchipudi find a
sustainable solution to the challenges villages face in planning for
their future. Ramana Reddy is believes that because of this, the next
generation of Kuchipudi children will not be engaged in child labour
and that they will be educated citizens. He confidently says that
“We are strengthening our community and planning our futures.”
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School Infrastructure

Bore Wells

Housing with Sanitation

Household Sanitation

Reverse Osmosis Plants

Watershed Development

Land Reclamation

Horticulture Development

Mini Irrigation Ponds

Total

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

		

Activity
Bollapalli
2

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

Edlapadu
4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

3

Gutlapalli
7

-

2

2

3

-

-

-

-

-

Piduguralla
9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

Ballikurava
6

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

3

1

4

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

1

-

Markapur

No. of Communities

5

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

3

Ongole

S.
No.
Vetapalem
17

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

9

Pullalacheruvu
7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

-

-

2

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Avanigadda

14
63

1

2

2

3

6

2

2

20

25

Total

11,949,000

696,000

750,000

563,000

3,000,000

1,800,000

350,000

3,525,000

390,000

875,000

Appr. Value
INR

DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT BY VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT SOCIETIES

2,977,200

139,200

150,000

160,000

600,000

900,000

70,000

705,000

78,000

175,000

Local Resources
INR

People’s Organisations

Women Empowerment

Women and female children in the target villages have been forced into
economically and/or sexually exploitative situations.
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Women Empowerment
Women and female children in the target villages have been
forced into economically and/or sexually exploitative situations.
Evidence from the government and NGO sources indicate that
the issue of trafficking women and girls over the past decade
has escalated considerably. The majority of trafficking occurs for
the purpose of labour exploitation and associated illegal and
irregular sexual exploitation. Over 60 percent of those trafficked
into sexual exploitation are adolescent girls of 12-18 years of age
and young women of 20-30. Furthermore, the target areas have
been experiencing a rapid growth in HIV/AIDS due to ignorance.
A complex web of socio-cultural and economic factors has made
women and young girls highly vulnerable to trafficking and HIV/
AIDS. These factors include poverty, migration, urbanisation,
gender inequalities compounded by women’s lack of autonomy,
abuse within and outside families and insufficient access to health
care services. However, the most important of these factors is the
lowered status of women in society at large, which contributes
to the severe situation of labour and sexual exploitation in the
agro-based industries.
Accordingly, ASSIST has responded to these problems with various
interventions for the target communities. The target population
were sensitised intensively by being made aware of women and
child trafficking as well as the spread of HIV/AIDS. Efforts have
been made to improve the quality and structure of communitybased organisations which effectively participate in anti-trafficking
measures. ASSIST has established a community-based system
for monitoring and reporting trafficking and exploitation for the
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target villages. ASSIST made it possible to involve employers,
civil society organisations and other stakeholders in sensitisation
activities in order to reduce trafficking. ASSIST also established a
workers’ organisation which represents the rights of women and
girls in the workplace and communicates with employers on the
issue of trafficking.
Self-Help Groups:
Women Self Help Groups (SHGs) formed and given different types
of training to create a feeling of confidence and empowerment.
Necessary training was imparted in order to build their capacity to
reflect and decide on political, economic and social aspects with
respect to sustainable empowerment. Savings are compulsory
at SHG level. To sustain the growth of the SHG movement, there
was the confederation of the Self-Help Groups and Mutually
Aided Cooperative Society was promoted. Thus, the government
of Andhra Pradesh has created a wonderful legal platform. Since
MACTS is a registered entity having substantial share capital
and regular savings on record, it attracted financial institutions
to lend money at a lower rate of interest. More than meeting
the financial needs, it created a platform where vital issues
hindering their growth, prosperity and sustainable development
could be discussed. As the self-help groups become united, they
developed as a cohesive force. This enabled them to demand and
fight for their rights. To continue this process even after ASSIST’s
withdrawal, we have planned to support the POs in taking up
variety of developmental activities.

Bollapalli

Gutlapalli

Piduguralla

Ballikurava

Markapur

Vetapalem

Pudur

Total

2

3

4

5

6

7

		

Area

1

S.
No.

3,130

1,155

2,941

1,813

1,080

1,852

671
20,558

8,594

      158       1,845

313

89

278

177

166

Groups Members

5,674,760

3,520,750

7,865,500

4,750,200

3,844,955

Loans
INR

67,367,617 43,572,175

30,387,246 15,276,650

10,128,381   2,639,360

6,063,986

3,418,440

8,780,076

3,539,288

5,050,200

Savings
INR

Details of SHG’s as on 31st March 2012

50

70

120

-

60

30

-

300

-

        -               -   

5

7

12

-

6

Groups Members

1,700,000

432,000

7,511,750

800,000

500,000

Loans
INR

318

96

295

177

172

6,184,676
12,718,000 18,728,426

5,726,700

1,887

671

20,806

8,594

      1,845

3,180

1,225

3,009

1,813

1,140

Groups Members

5,550,200

4,344,955

Loans
INR

7,374,760

3,952,750

80,085,617 62,300,601

35,113,946 21,461,326

11,237,181   4,239,360

7,872,986

4,153,440

10,348,076 15,377,250

3,636,388

5,723,600

Savings
INR

Details of SHG’s as on 31st March 2013

  1,108,800   1,600,000      158

1,809,000

735,000

1,568,000

1,097,100

673,400

Savings
INR

Additions this Year

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

Women Empowerment
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Women Empowerment
S. 		
No.
Area
			

Loan taken
Members as on
31st March 2012

Loan taken
Members in
during this year

Loan taken
Members as
on 31st March 2013

1

Bollapalli

732

90

822

2

Gutlapalli

942

140

1,082

3

Piduguralla

2,165

725

2,890

4

Ballikurava

615

91

706

5

Markapur

1,939

160

2,099

6

Vetapalem

                   925

                  197

                1,122

7

Pudur

4,915

680

5,595

		

Total

12,233

2,083

14,316

Self Help Groups

Members

20,900
20,806

1,887

1,900

20,800
20,700

1,880
1,860

20,600

1,852

1,840

20,500

1,820

20,400
0

As on 31st
March ‘12

20,558

0

As on 31st
March ‘13

Savings

85,000,000
80,085,617

80,000,000
75,000,000
70,000,000

67,367,617

65,000,000
60,000,000
0
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As on 31st
March ‘12

As on 31st
March ‘13

As on 31st
March ‘12

As on 31st
March ‘13

Child Development

ASSIST has a greater emphasis in all its programmes on the
development of children and is committed to it.
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Child Development
ASSIST has a greater emphasis in all its programmes on the
development of children and is committed to it. ASSIST even
initiated its own process in order to formulate its own child
protection policy. ASSIST believes all children below 18 years
have rights as citizens to survive, to be protected, to participate
and to develop.
ASSIST has been concentrating its efforts in specific areas of
Markapur, Vetapalem, Ongole, Ballikurava and Pullalacheruvu
in Prakasam District, Piduugralla, Edlapadu, Bollapalli and
Chilakaluripet in Guntur District and Pudur in Ranga Reddy District
in ensuring rights of the child with special focus on education. The
programme concentrates mainly on two categories of children:
those who were never enrolled in school and school drop-outs due
to various reasons. ASSIST supports children through counselling
and addresses the issues of children on a case to case basis with
special focus on girl child.
ASSIST concentrates on identifying girl child issues, which were
prevalent in the operational area like early child marriage, female
infanticide and foeticide. To address the specific issues, ASSIST
has intervened to support girl children through education support
thereby reducing the incidents. ASSIST established Transitional
Education Centres (both residential and non-residential) for the
children. Through these centres, children learn the importance
of education and they are soon determined to continue their
schooling irrespective of the hardships they may have to work
through. When this confidence is raised among the particular type
of child, that child is mainstreamed into the Government school
to continue education.
Simultaneously, ASSIST concentrates on strengthening school
infrastructure by working on the issues with the support extended
by the local Government. This ensures that there is a good learning
environment for the children. Safe drinking water provision,
sanitary installations for both boys and girls with water facility and
sufficient furniture and equipment (including sitting benches) is

provided. Also, there is adequate teaching and learning material,
recreation facilities and equipment and good landscape around
the school. All these components are given greater emphasis under
this programme.
ASSIST started teaching the children about their rights and
provisions which are stipulated under various enactments. Child
forums and child protection committees have also been involved
in some areas. This has had good results, so we will involve them
in other areas as well. ASSIST also started playing an active part
in the promotion and strengthening of School Management
Committees by imparting their roles and responsibilities in order
to improve the school environment and enhance the quality of
education in their respective schools. Bearing all this in mind,
ASSIST has executed a variety of interventions during the year
2012-13 which are stated here:
Child Care Centres
The government caters to the needs of the 3-5 year old age
group children through Anganwadi (pre-school) centres under
ICDS (Integrated Child Development Services) throughout the
country. ICDS takes total responsibility for mother and child from
the mother’s pregnancy until their entry into Primary school. They
take care of the growth of the children by giving the necessary
immunisations and health and nutrition measures irrespective
of their economic status. They prepare the children to enter into
primary schools without cost or fear and the children are then
shaped in pre-school centres. ASSIST has organised 12 centres
within communities spread over several target areas, Government
has not established pre-school centres. These centres act as early
childhood centres to prepare them for joyful learning through
songs, dances and games.

S.
Area
Centres
Last Year
New Admissions
No			
Strength		
						

Admitted from
Child Care Centre to
Govt. Schools

Total
Strength

1

Piduguralla

4

149

56

47

158

2

Pudur

8

50

234

50

234

		

Total

12

199

290

97

392
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Child Development
Twelve centres with 392 children function with the support of
ASSIST in two areas as stated above. Among these children,
290 were newly admitted last year while 97 were admitted into
Government primary schools after having attained the age of 5
years.
Similarly, from the 12 operational areas of ASSIST covering 289
villages, 3,984 children were admitted into Government Primary
Schools as they reached the age of 5 years old.
Transitional Education Centres
Transitional education centres act as bridge centres to create a
learning environment for either children who never enrolled or
‘drop-out’ children in the target villages of ASSIST. It is a big task to
convince these children and their parents to get them out of work. It
is a much more strenuous task to imbibe a learning aptitude in the
tender ages between 5 and 14. The latest Government stipulations
insist that these children have to be enrolled in an appropriate
class as per their age. Due to this, these children find it extremely
difficult to follow the class lessons because they missed out on
vital education. Hence, Transitional Education Centres act as bridge
centres to help them develop. Fast learning techniques are used
to help the child attain the desired competencies. These centres
give temporary support to strengthen the Government schools as
per the Right to Education Act, 2009.
ASSIST established 22 Transitional Education Centres for 689
children. They provide education, two pairs of clothing, a school
bag, teaching and learning material, a mid-day meal, sports and
games material and an exposure visit once a year. In all these 22
S.
Area
Centres
No			

centres, 280 children were admitted this year whilst 357 children
were mainstreamed into Government Schools. Mainstreamed
children are constantly monitored by ASSIST until they completed
their education. After secondary school, they are also promoted to
apply for College Education based on their interests and abilities.
Alternatively, they are also motivated to take up a particular
vocational training course according to their interest.
Similarly, out of all the 12 operational areas of ASSIST covering
289 villages, 254 children who had never been enrolled have been
admitted into Government Primary Schools, whilst 542 ‘drop-out’
children were also admitted during the year.
Residential Study Complexes
Residential Transitional Education Centres are established by
ASSIST where there is high prevalence of child labour and it is
essential to monitor the children on a day to day basis. In these
areas, the parents are forced to take children to work along with
them due to their ignorance, economic situation, or cultural
background. Hence, in order to cater to the needs of such children,
residential complexes take total responsibility for the child’s
education by providing boarding and lodging facilities. Three
centres are functioning in Bollapalli, Markapur and Piduguralla.
Bollapalli centre extends residential facilities and children go to
a local Government school. Markapur centre extends residential
facilities including education for all the children while children
from class 8th to class 10th attend Government School. Piduguralla
centre extends all facilities including education.

Last Year
New Admissions
Strength		

Mainstreamed
to Govt. Schools

Total
Strength

1

Bollapalli

1

53

17

20

50

2

Gutlapalli

3

107

-

81

26

3

Piduguralla

7

349

67

54

362

4

Ballikurava

2

65

-

65

-

5

Vetapalem

3

117

22

62

77

6

Pudur

6

75

174

75

174

		 Total

22

766

280

357

689

S.
Area
Centres
No			

Last Year
New Admissions
Strength		

Mainstreamed
to Govt. Schools

Total
Strength

1

Bollapalli

1

175

11

11

175

2

Piduguralla

1

262

32

43

251

3

Markapur

1

210

32

42

200

Total

3

647

75

96

626
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Child Development
Major impact of the Transitional Education Centres (both residential
and non-residential) in the year can be described as follows:

• 56 children have obtained seats in the Government Hostels and
are continuing their education this year.

• 22 children appeared 10th class public examination last year
from two Residential Centres in Bollapalli and Markapur and
all of them have passed with good grades, as specified in the
below table.

• 30 female children have obtained seats in Kasturba Gandhi
Residential Schools in various places for free education until
Intermediate.

• 348 children have been mainstreamed to the Government
schools in various classes during the year from both residential
and non-residential centres.

• 145 students who have gone through these centres are
continuing their higher studies at College and University during
the year.

10th class children performance
S.

Area

Appreared

Passed				

No				

AI

AII

BI

BII

CI

CII

1

Bollapalli

9

9

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

Markapur

13

13

1

-

5

4

3

-

22

22

2

1

6

6

5

2

		
Total

22

Grades

Child Development

Case Study-3
Brahmanapalli Zilla Parishad High School was originally a middle
school started on 17-07-1962 in the choultry of Kasireddy of the
village with 60 students. Sri Desineni Venkateswara Rao was the
first Head Master of the School. Some classes were conducted in
the choultry and some other classes were conducted in a thatched
shed in the open space of the Siva Temple. Gradually the member
of students increased. As such as Yakkala Pulla Rao of the village,
in memory of his mother Yakkala Punnamma has donated 5 acres
of land to the school.
Day by day the strength of school increased and reached 840 the
assistance of the old students as well as the villagers is unparallel
in the development of the school. Because of this the school is
maintaining the same standards from the beginning till today in
getting better records and rewards. In 2008 under the guidance
and leadership of the Physical Education Teachers this school stood
victorious in the central zone Soft Ball. As such Brahmanapalli High
school and Soft Ball went hand in hand and became popular and
achieved gold medals at the state and National levels and made
the school’s name popular.
ASSIST adopted Brahmanapalli in the year 2002 is working already
in gathering the people in uniting them to form into a Committee
and got it registered. Through this committee, community
development programmes are being conducted. As the child
labour is very high in this area ASSIST set up one TEC and one
Balwadi school. The ultimate aim of ASSIST is to see that all the
child labour in this community must be sent to schools. As a part
of this development programme financial help is being provided

helping them bud their houses, starting of SHGs and training
them to learn thrift methods and awakening them towards VDS
and training the members, establishing TEC centres and providing
education to children all these achievements are implemented. At
the end of the TEC education, the children will be admitted into
nearest High schools. This TEC was continued up to 2009. Towards
this goal alone ASSIST helped them.
To eradicate the child labour prevalent in the village ASSIST
has its activities spread throughout. ASSIST supported for the
improvement of the school. To keep the children away from the
fluorine affected water, RO Plant was put up in the school. Desk
Benches and sports equipment were provided for the convenience
of children to attract them move towards school. Built also kitchen
shed. School strength is being increased year after year. The
achievements of the school in 2011, 2012 and 2013 the facilities
available in the school attracted the students in corporate schools
In Piduguralla and some of them left their schools to join the school
at Brahmanapalli village.
Another attraction of this school is the bus facility. Probably this
may be the only ZP High School to provide bus facility in the
Country. Karalapadu village is 4 km away from Brahmanapalli.
Because of their grate love and trust towards Brahmanapalli
school and its teachers Karalapadu villagers are not shirking even
to spend Rs. 2500/- per year towards bus fare for their children.
Nearly 120 students travel by bus every day. The school and its
library with all its dedicated staff and facilities, the reading hours
are all a great attraction
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Vocational Training
ASSIST has learnt from its recent studies that the youth are looking
for avenues by which they can make their own living and not
dependent on their parents. This is resulting in a greater percentage
of students dropping out once they reach higher education. These
youth are opting for unskilled jobs to make their living since they
are not professionally capable to perform any skill. Although they
have basic education, due to lack of appropriate skill or trade
they are not able to earn good wages in the market. There is a big
lacuna in the Government strategy to extend livelihood promotion
opportunities for these youth. The Government does not have any
adequate data regarding existing job opportunities specific to
an area based on the existing industries, businesses and offices.
ASSIST has conducted specific studies in its target areas to identify
appropriate job opportunities so that the youths can be trained in
that particular skill/trade.
ASSIST being partnered with NI-MSME (National Institute of Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises) Hyderabad under the Government
of India is extending an Entrepreneurship and Skill Development
Programme (ESDP) and is also providing entrepreneurship training
to the youth after having imparted skills to them.
In all the operational areas of ASSIST, 843 youth were provided
vocational training in various skills for a period of six months as
described below :

S. Area
Skill
No.			

Strength

1

Bollapalli

Tailoring & Hand Embroidering

2

Chilakaluripet

MS Office & Internet
Hardware & Network
Fashion Design

25
50
102

3

Piduguralla

Computer Applications
Garments
Medical & Lab Technology
Tailoring
MS Office & Internet

60
110
30
85
25

4

Ballikurava

Tailoring
Motor rewinding & Pump set

25
50

5

Pullalacheruvu

Tailoring

28

6

Vetapalem

Cosmetology & Beautician
Fashion Design
MS Office & Internet

50
25
25

7

Pudur

Tailoring
Beautician

		

Total

24

13

120
20
843

This vocational training has yielded the following results among
the 843 trained youth:
• 172 youth have established their own small-scale enterprises
either in their houses or in the shops/establishments and are
earning in the range of INR 3,000 to 4,000 per month.
• 197 youth have obtained jobs in the respective offices or
establishments and are earning in the range of INR 4,000 to
5,000 per month.
• 176 youth are working as apprentices under a master in order
to gain confidence and to encourage them to establish their
own enterprise. They are earning in the range of of INR 1,000
to 1,500 per month.
• 160 youth are continuing their higher studies after having had
motivated in the vocational training centres.
• 138 youth have gone back to different occupations.
To summarise, the school-attending percentage of children in
the age group of 5-14 in all the 11 operational areas has been
increased from 90.32% in the previous year to 91.65% during
the reporting year. It must be noted that a 1.33% increase in one
year is a substantial change as it takes a long time to reach target.

Child Development
STATUS OF CHILDREN (5-14) AS ON 31ST MARCH 2013
S.

Area

No		

School Going

Working

Idle at home

Total

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Children

1

Bollapalli

5,624

96.01

183

3.12

51

0.87

5,858

2

Edlapadu

626

96.16

21

3.23

4

0.61

651

3

Gutlapalli

3,286

88.96

331

8.96

77

2.08

3,694

4

Piduguralla

4,599

93.34

182

3.69

146

2.96

4,927

5

Ballikurava

1,508

91.67

117

7.11

20

1.22

1,645

6

Markapur

4,926

96.80

143

2.81

20

0.39

5,089

7

Ongole

9,271

83.48

1,427

12.85

407

3.67

11,105

8

Vetapalem

         688

    75.27

       32

  3.50

194

  21.23

914

9

Pullalacheruvu

9,004

88.40

937

9.20

245

2.41

10,186

10

Pudur

9,023

99.03

67

0.74

21

0.23

9,111

11

Avanigadda

2,388

99.38

13

0.54

2

0.08

2,403

50,943

91.65

3,453

6.21

1,187

2.14

55,583

		

Total

Status of 5-14 Children School Going

Bollapalli
Edlapadu

As on
31st March 2013

Gutlapalli
Piduguralla
Ballikurava
Markapur
Ongole
Vetapalem

As on
1st April 2012

Pullalacheruvu
Pudur
Avanigadda
20.00

40.00

60.00

80.00

100.00
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Community Health

ASSIST promotes community health in its target villages by sensitising the people on positive
health, nutrition and sanitary practices.
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Community Health
ASSIST promotes community health in its target villages by
sensitising the people on positive health, nutrition and sanitary
practices. Much attention is given to curing the illness rather simply
treating it. Personal hygiene, food habits, safe water, sanitary
practices, immunisation and regular health check-up for mothers
and children are covered in this sector. Care for the elderly, the
physically/mentally challenged and people affected with chronic
diseases are also covered. Environmental sanitation, proper
disposal of waste, appropriate drainage system and safeguarding
water bodies in the community are components which enable
us to improve health and hygiene standards. All the field staff,
irrespective of their status including community organisers,
teachers and health workers, work on these elements in their
respective target areas in order to enhance the health status of
that particular community. They do this work irrespective of their
own social status.
Due to the absence of qualified Doctors in the target areas,
ASSIST conducts medical camps. We have specialised staff who
will work on the specific days. In these camps those who are
suffering from ill health will be examined by the Doctors and the
necessary advice and medicines are provided. 14 such medical
camps were organised during the year with 2,302 people being
examined. Those identified with chronic ailments are referred to
the major hospitals. Many of the chronic diseases are treated in
the Government and Private Hospitals (all costs are paid for by
Government). This shows how such people are given the necessary
support. Hence, ASSIST played the role of a facilitator by expending
moral support to the patient and the respective family members.
The following special medical camps were organised during the
year. These are under review in ASSIST’s various operational areas:
S. Category
Camps
Area
No				
1
		
		
		

General Medical Camps
General Medical Camps
General Medical Camps
General Medical Camps

		

Total		

11

Blood Test Camps

2

Piduguralla

202

Total		

2

-

202

Homeopathy Camp

1

Piduguralla

300

		

Total		

1

-

300

		

Grand Total		

14

-

2,302

2
		
3

5
2
1
3

People
attended

Piduguralla
Ballikurava
Markapur
Pullalacheruvu

1,193
207
136
264

-

1800

In order to enhance the health and nutrition status of the children
in our target villages, ASSIST with the support of Vitamin Angles
has distributed Vitamin A and Albendazole tablets to 26,044
children during the year.

S.		
No Area
			

Vitamin A Tablets distributed to Children given
Infants		
Children
Albendazole
6-11 months
12-59 months
tablets

1

Bollapalli

268

2,567

2,567

2

Chilakaluripet

107

614

614

3

Edlapadu

39

521

521

4

Gutlapalli

221

1,797

1,797

5

Piduguralla

370

2,005

2,005

6

Ballikurava

69

893

893

7

Markapur

355

2,970

2,970

8

Ongole

525

3,701

3,701

9

Vetapalem

536

4,914

4,914

10 Pullalacheruvu

126

570

570

11 Pudur

666

4,556

4,556

86

936

936

3,368

26,044

26,044

12 Avanigadda
		

Total

Household Sanitation
The Government of Andhra Pradesh has taken up an extensive
programme to provide household toilets to all families living below
the poverty line with the subsidy of 9,100 INR per family. With this
assured support, each family can easily use a household toilet
adjacent to their house and improve their environmental sanitary
conditions. Thus they are better able to avoid communicable
diseases in the village as open air defecation is not occurring.
ASSIST field staff have given this programme major publicity
in the target villages and has motivated them to take up this
recommended programme.
The table given below shows the number of household toilets
promoted by ASSIST field staff in its target villages during this year:
S.		
No. Area

No. of
Household Toilets

1

Bollapalli

65

2

Edlapadu

32

3

Gutlapalli

24

4

Piduguralla

90

5

Ballikurava

58

6

Markapur

190

7

Ongole

76

8

Vetapalem

48

9

Pullalacheruvu

10 Pudur
11 Avanigadda
		 Total

122
210
25
940
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Habitation Development

Habitation development is a part of comprehensive community development
that is taking place in the isolated villages.
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Habitation Development
Habitation development is a part of comprehensive community
development that is taking place in the isolated villages. In such
villages, Government assistance has not been tapped and the
communities’ deep-rooted poverty has been exploited for several
years. ASSIST has started concentrating on such micro-villages and
has made them into replicable models for sustainable development.
Efforts were concentrated on to habitation development and this
was done by tapping all the available Government resources.
Furthermore, external support was given as and when it was
needed.
ASSIST is following the participatory methodology in the execution
of this work but the process is a lengthy one, and so it takes a
longer amount of time to complete as compared to assigning the
work to a contractor. Houses are constructed with the support
of local Government and ASSIST and so in order to promote a
sense of ownership, the respective target families are motivated
to take part in the programme. For them, owning such a house
has been their long standing dream and by the end, the families
are extremely proud.
The following are some of the villages where habitation
development is in progress either initiated newly or under
execution during this year:
Elachetladibba
Elachetladibba is one of the many villages on an island in
Nagayalanka mandal of the Krishna District in Andhra Pradesh.
It lies in the midst of the river Krishna. To reach this spot, one
has to travel nearly twenty kilometres from Nagayalanka. From
here, it takes around two hours including boat journey to reach
Elachetladibba village. When ASSIST visited first time after the
Tsunami disaster of 2004, Elachetladibba was with full of thatched
houses. The land turn muddy even at the first site of rain and the
villagers have to travel all the way into Nagayalanka on boats to
fetch drinking water. The chief occupation of the villagers’ is fishing
and most of the villagers are illiterate. Furthermore, vices like

drinking and gambling have thrown the villagers down to a most
pathetic level. As you can imagine, this village was unexpectedly
transformed after the 2004 Tsunami disaster.
328 houses were got sanctioned by the Government of Andhra
Pradesh and RRDF, Holland has extended matching support under
the comprehensive development package.
Although in the past funds were allotted for development activities,
contractors were less interested to take up works in the village
because of its location and difficult to travel to. Today we see
roads in every street. ASSIST would to make a special mention
of the villagers’ participation in these works. Where there was
a short fall in the numbers of construction workers, the villagers
voluntarily contributed to the labour without pay (shramdaan).
First, mud roads were changed to gravel roads and then these
were changed to Cement Concrete roads.
ASSIST envisaged that all village’s fish ponds that were kept
barren for more than two decades after the Blue Revolution would
certainly be improved if they were developed into wet lands to suit
paddy cultivation and the villagers financial conditions. As such all
the 800 acres of barren fish ponds were closed and major plans
were launched to bring back the lands ready for re-cultivation.
Irrigation channels were dug in order to supply water to the fields.
The 80 acres Reservoir in the village was developed to suit the
needs of the proposed lift irrigation project. New motors were
fixed so as to replace the old unused ones. All is well.
Kukkalavaripalem
Kukkalavaripalem is a coastal village consisting of 152 families
located at the eastern end of Prakasam District adjacent to the
Bay of Bengal. The literacy rate in this village is 39.42% as per the
present baseline survey. Currently, only the younger generation is
in education. The village is surrounded by Buckingham Canal on
two sides with one side being the sea and with the other being
covered with back water and aqua farms. 97 families have land;
the rest are landless and depend on menial jobs.
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Habitation Development
The economic status of the families is below poverty line and those
who do not own land and who are not getting regular employment
are the most poor among the community. Out of 152 families, 44
families live either in huts or tiled houses and 108 families are
currently living in incomplete houses without sanitation. There is a
primary school which teaches 42 children up to 5th standard whilst
43 children are being taught upper classes outside the village. One
of this primary schools building that was not fully completed was
attended to by ASSIST.
So far, 100 new houses are complete but are without sanitation
and other finishing works. The Government funds and ASSIST’s
matching contribution could bring the schools to a complete stage.
Nehrunagar
Nehrunagar is one of the remote villages in Santhamaguluru
Mandal of Prakasam District. It consists of 145 families (74
Schedule Tribe, 70 Backward Classes and 1 Scheduled Caste) and
has a population of 470 (241 male and 229 female) who survive
by agriculture work (the majority of them work as agriculture
labourers). The village has 104 children in the age group of 6-14
and 97 children (93.27%) are studying while 7 children (6.73%)
are not going to school. The children find the journey to high
school difficult as there are no bus facilities. They have to walk 4
kms or have to depend on un-organised transport such as jeeps,
autos, etc. The village consists of two communities: ST community
and BC community.
Systematic development process has already been initiated in
the village through the formation and registration of Village
Development Society (VDS). The objective of the project is to
strengthen the sustainable development process initiated in Nehru
Nagar Colony and to ensure that the target community becomes
viable in terms of its own development.
At present, 18 houses sanctioned by the Government are under
construction in this village. During this reporting period, with
the support of FAIB, Italy, 16 families have casted slabs with the
support of cement and steel.
During the last two years, under Income Generation activity, the
project could bring 100 acres of wasteland under cultivation by
filling the low-lying area with soil. This year however, the villagers
could not cultivate the land due to the non-release of water from
Krishna River under Nagarjuna Sagar Project (monsoon rains
failed). Accordingly, in order to arrest the migration this year, the
villagers have requested for the loans to take up different income
generation activities based on their skills and capabilities. 24
families were recommended by the VDS Committees to extend
the loan of 360,000 INR and it was provided.
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Highlights in changed living standards
• Secured shelter has given the people greater pride and dignity
in the society and their social status has enhanced. For instance,
employer comes to their houses to ask them if they would like
to work.
• Housing forced them to search for livelihood promotion
opportunities in their surroundings and seasonal migration is
under control.
• Children are going to schools without any interruption/
compulsion.
• Health, personal hygiene and environmental sanitary conditions
are improved.
• The villagers are now able to demand for amenities and acquire
safe water, proper internal roads, drainage system, power supply
and adequate infrastructure in the school.
School Infrastructure:
From 1st April 2010, the right of children to free and compulsory
education act has come into force in India. With this India has
joined a league of over 130 countries which have legal guarantees
to provide free and compulsory education to children. According
to the UNESCO’s ‘Education for All Global Monitoring Report
2010’, about 135 countries have constitutional provisions for free
and non-discriminatory education for all. With the new education
act now operational, India has joined some 20 other countries
including Afghanistan, China and Switzerland, which have laws
guaranteeing free and compulsory education for EIGHT years of
elementary education.
In this scenario, ASSIST has been involved in extending much
needed support to educating the children in the Government
School. Our contribution varied from one area to another based
on the felt needs expressed by the particular teaching community
or children or their parents:
• Construction of the school building or additional class room or
strengthening the existing buildings or class rooms;
• Provision of sitting benches with desks for the children of all
the classes;
• Provision or strengthening of sanitary installations for both the
boys and girls;
• Water provision (including safe drinking water) for the children
in the schools;
• Provision or improvement of kitchen and storage rooms;

Habitation Development
• Landscape development including tree plantation in the school
campus;

• Establishment of libraries and so provision of furniture, fittings
and books;

• Establishment of a compound wall;

• Training to teachers;

• Formation and development of playgrounds and provision of
play material and sports equipment;

In the year 2012-2013, ASSIST was instrumental in strengthening
the school infrastructure in the following schools in partnership
with several local and international agencies including corporates:

• Provision of computers and other needed teaching and learning
material including note books, geometry boxes, pens, pencils,
etc.;

S. No Area

Village

School

Additions

1. Edlapadu

Primary School

Renovation of School Sanitation

			

2. Gopalapuram

Primary School

Renovation of School Sanitation

			

3. Dinthenapadu

Primary School

Renovation of School Sanitation

1

Edlapadu

2

Piduguralla 4. Kotha Ganesunipadu Upper Primary School Flooring, Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material
		

5. Janapadu

High School

		

6. Lenin Nagar

Upper Primary School Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material

		

7. Sri Rukminipuram

Upper Primary School Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material

		

8. Mallavolu

Upper Primary School Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material

		

9. Konanki

Upper Primary School Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material

		

10. Brahmanapalli

High School

Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material

		

11. Morjampadu

High School

Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material

		

12. Pillutla

High School

Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material

13. Nehru Nagar

Primary School

White Wash and Painting

3

Ballikurava

Flooring, Distribution of Desk Benches and Sports Material

4
Ongole
14. Kannapuram
High School
					

Construction of New Toilets, RO Plant, New dining hall and Kitchen Room, Landscaping, 		
Class Room repair, Provision of Desk Benches, Painting and Tree Plantation

15. V.R. Kota
High School
					
					

Compound with fencing wire, New dining hall, Doors and Windows, new Urinal Complex,
Landscaping, Sport ground preparation, Provision of Desk Benches,
Painting and Tree Plantation

		
16. Keeranalli
Higher Primary School Construction of New Class Rooms, Renovation of Toilets, Landscaping,
					
Provision of Desk Benches, Painting and Gardening
5

Vetapalem

17. Vinodarayunipalem

Primary School

Renovation of School Sanitation

18. Vinodarayunipalem

High School

Computer & Internet facility

		

19. Uppugunduru

High School

Computer & Internet facility

		

20. Santhi Nagar

Primary School

Renovation of School Sanitation

		

21. Kothapalem

Primary School

Renovation of School Sanitation

		

22. Rajubangaru Palem Primary School

Renovation of School Sanitation

		

23. Kothapeta

Upper Primary School Renovation of School Sanitation

		

24. Adaveedhipalem

Upper Primary School Renovation of School Sanitation

		

25. Kadavakuduru

High School

Renovation of School Sanitation
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Safe water and water resources management

Water scarcity has gripped several states in India
as groundwater levels continue to deplete at an alarming rate.
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Safe water and water resources management
Water scarcity has gripped several states in India as groundwater
levels continue to deplete at an alarming rate. Mercury levels
are rising and large parts of the country are experiencing severe
droughts. India’s growing population has increased the demand
for water. But, no government has so far been able to equate the
difference of water distribution - more than 50% of the country’s
population lack access to safe drinking water. Corruption and lack
of planning and coordination are also blamed as factors of water
scarcity in India. Many projects to supply safe drinking water are
often stuck in red tape. More than 80% of water needs of the
country are met by exploiting the ground water resources of India.
This has aggravated the depletion of the water table, and led to
an unprecedented water shortage. More than 75% of the water
resources available in India is used for agricultural purposes. Since
most of the modern technologies are in its nascent stage in India,
irrigation is still carried out in the traditional way.
(Ref:http://www.rediff.com/business/slide-show/slide-show-1india-is-inching-towards-acute-water-scarcity/20130522.htm#1)
Coastal Andhra Region has been the major victim of abnormal
water scarcity during the year 2012-13. The region has faced the
failure of monsoon rains and inadequate water storage in Krishna
River as a result of insufficient rains in the upper catchment.
Government of Andhra Pradesh could not release the water to
irrigate the crops from Nagarjunasagar Dam as the water level
was only sufficient to fill the tanks specified for drinking water
supply to the villages and town in the region. Most of the wet land
was kept idle and the agricultural economy has been badly hit
affecting the farming community but also the landless labourers.
Target villages of ASSIST faced this situation and many families
had to migrate to other regions in search of work.

Water Treatment Plants with a Reverse Osmosis Ultra Violet system
were provided in seven needy villages, where the ground water had
excess fluoride to the extent of over four parts per million (ppm).
As a result, the people were suffering with fluoride related diseases
and many elder people had to discontinue their agricultural
works due to ill health. In all the seven villages, the target people
mobilised their own resources to provide a building to the size of
15 feet x 10 feet, deep bore well with 1 HP motor and pump set
and power supply as their share. ASSIST in partnership with various
partner organisations provided Water Treatment Plant along
with a raw water storage tank and product water storage tank.
Respective target population either through the Village Panchayat
or Village Development Society are maintaining these plants on
their own by charging INR 5 per 20 litres of water. Care-taker has
been appointed by the villagers to look after each plant and to
take charge for supplying water to the villagers. Money collected
from the people is used to cover the salary of the care taker and
operation and maintenance of the water plant. All the plants are
running successfully have little surplus to the community after
meeting the recurring expenses.

Area

Village

Bollapalli

Markapur

Population

Capacity

1. Garikapadu

1,222

1000 LPH

2. Marripalem

436

500 LPH

1,495

1000 LPH

576

500 LPH

5. Kocharlakota

1,601

1000 LPH

6. Kannapuram

557

1000 LPH

1,832

500 LPH

3. Chinamanagundam
4. Gurralamadugu

Ongole

Non-Target 7. Redla Repaka
Total

Drinking Water:

7,719

During the year, ASSIST has provided 20 bore wells in order to
cater to the demand for drinking and domestic consumption of
water. Each bore well is used by nearly 150 to 250 people. These
bore wells were provided in the communities where people used
to travel over a long distance to fetch water. Currently, all these
people have access to bore well water in a close vicinity.
S.		
No. Area

No. of
Bore Wells

1

Edlapadu

1

2

Ballikurava

3

3

Markapur

1

4

Vetapalem

8

5

Pullalacheruvu

		

Total

7
20
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Case Study-4
Gurralamadugu village consists of 145 families with 583
population belong to backward class and schedule caste is located
in Konakanamitla mandal of Prakasam District. This village is
located 85 km away from the District head quarters, Ongole. It
is a very interior village without any public transport and health
facilities. Villagers have to walk one km to get the bus to go to
different places.
Gurralamadugu village is one of the problematic villages in the
District of Prakasam with the prevalence of excessive fluoride
content in the ground water. Latest government reports specify
the excess fluoride content above the permissible limits in this
village. Non availability of safe drinking water is one of the major
problems in this village. This village has eight drinking water bore
wells and the water from these sources is not suitable for drinking,
it is hard water. People living here have no alternative except using
the available water and as a result the elderly people suffer with
orthopaedic disorders while the total population are affected with
teeth disorders. At the early age their body parts are affected and
bones have become brittle. Villagers at their earlier ages looked like
aged people. Several diseases attacked them due to this water and
they spent more money on treatment. Villagers are consuming this
high fluoride content water, 24 of them are suffering from kidney
problems. In these last two years, eight people died as a result of
Kidney failure. At least one member in every family became ill
after consuming this water.
Since most of the people are suffering from joint pains, they remain
at home and don’t go to work. Due to this, most of the people
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are facing economic problems. At this point of time, the villagers
approached ASSIST and explained the problem of drinking water
existed in the village. In order to overcome this problem, the
villagers requested the Director of ASSIST to provide a Reverse
Osmosis plant in their village. ASSIST identified the problem of
contaminated fluoride water which existed in the village. Then, the
problem was brought to AIB. Water quality analysis was conducted
from the village water source. This test enabled the project to go
ahead in planning appropriate solutions to the respective village.
An electricity connection was obtained from the government.
Water plant machinery has been provided by AIB. In order to
maintain the water plant, a committee has been elected by the
village. The responsibility of maintaining the water plant has been
given to this village committee. The committee has decided to sell
each 20 litre can of water for Rs.5/-.
At present all the families are collecting drinking water from
Reverse Osmosis Plant only. As this plant is located in the middle
of the village there is no waste of time to fetch the water. There has
been significant difference in the health status of the people in the
village. One could clearly see the impact of ROP as people express
that their body pains are reduced, relieved of their joint pains
and many of the villagers comment that their medical expenses
have drastically come down. The amount they used to spend on
their sickness is diverted to buy nutritious food items. Number
of working days in a year is increased as the health condition is
improved. People are not complaining of the dental and skeletal
fluorosis and deformation of bones as they consume water which
has fluoride within permissible limits. And finally they are able to
concentrate on the education of their children.

Safe water and water resources management
Watershed Development:
Bollapalli mandal has been chosen by ASSIST to execute micro watersheds in all the target villages as there is severe problem of water
scarcity in every summer. Ground water table has been declining substantially in this mandal and the Government has declared it as Dark
Zone with the over-exploitation of ground water sources. Since the bore wells are getting dried up, especially in the summer, drinking
water is supplied through tankers in the last 3 years. During the year, three watershed programmes were executed in this Mandal while
the programme in Gngupalli has completed four years of project period by the end of this year. Accordingly, this watershed development
programmes executed during the year are described below along with the results achieved.
Activity

Ravulapuram

Gangupalli

Gandiganumala

Total

• VDS / Watershed Committees formed

1

1

1

3

• PRA exercise conducted

-

-

1

1

• Exposure visit to other watersheds

1

-

-

1

• Check dams Construction

1

1

-

2

• Land Developed (In acres)

-

-

200

200

• Stone checks constructed

395

-

-

395

• Form Ponds developed

3

3

-

6

• Percolation Tanks Improved

-

1

1

2

800

-

-

800

• Horticulture (in Acres)

25

50

-

75

• Crop Production (in acres)

25

25

-

50

-

25

-

25

• Rock-fill dams

10

-

-

10

• Income Generation extended

10

10

-

20

• Contour bunds executed (In running metres)

• Afforestation (In acres)

Sensitisation:

Land Resource Development:

• Three Village development societies formed and given orientation
and training for the execution of watershed programmes.

• 800 Running metres of contour bund work completed during
the year; as a result, soil and moisture conserved in 15 acres
and increased their productivity.

• PRA exercise conducted in Gandiganumala to enable the
villagers realise the available resources and the possible
interventions to safeguard and restore the water, land and other
resources. Accordingly, villagers were made to draw the resource
and social maps on the ground.

• 10 Rock fill dams completed; as a result, erosion is controlled
in three streams by reducing the velocity of runoff; 46 acres of
land is benefited by soil and moisture conservation.
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• Sloped lands wherever top soil is eroded due to runoff water and
formed small furrows in the former lands were selected for this
activity. 395 running metres of stone checks were constructed
benefitting 143 acres of land.
• With the execution of soil and water conservation measures
in the watershed area, the demand came for developing the
wastelands as they started realising the value of land and its
benefit. This has become the most demanded activity. 20 years
back the Government of Andhra Pradesh has distributed 200
acres of wasteland to 37 Schedule Tribe landless families in
Gandiganumala village. This land was full of bushes and jungle.
Because of financial position and lack of awareness, the land
was kept vacant for all these years, which resulted in migration
of the families in search of work. Under watershed development
activity, bush and jungle clearance was done by earth work
excavator and levelling was done by tractor dozer. Now, 200
acres of wasteland turned into cultivable land. Accordingly, 89
families have stopped migration and getting good yield from
Chillies, Cotton, Red Gram and Castor cultivation.
Water Resource Development:
• Check dams play a vital role in watershed programme to
conserve rain water and to recharge ground water table. Two
check dams constructed during the year one is in Gangupalli
village and another in Ravulapuram village. With the construction
of these two check dams, 46 bore wells and 265 acres of land
got benefitted.
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• Two percolation tanks were renovated: silt removal and
deepening of the impound area was done to increase the storage
capacity and to hold more rain water in the tank. Strengthening
of the bund was also done by raising the bund height and
consolidation by the power roller. 102 acres and 34 irrigation
bore wells are getting benefit with these two percolation tanks.
• Six locations were identified for farm ponds and completed in
Gangupalli and Ravulapuram villages. All these farm ponds are
filled with rain water and the water is used by the farmers for
planting and spreading fertilisers. With these six farm ponds, 64
acres and 15 bore wells benefited.
Perennial Vegetation:
• 25 hectares of social forestry is developed in the watershed
area to promote green cover in the watershed area 365 days
for ecological balance.
• Less fertile soils and degraded soils were selected for the social
forestry plantation so that soil fertility would increase in a few
years and farmer will also be getting some extra income.
• 25 hectares of Eucalyptus plantation is completed and 27
farmers benefitted with social forestry development.
• 75 hectares of papaya and sweet orange plantation was
promoted.

Safe water and water resources management

Case Study-5
Ravulapurm village is situated in most backward (Economically
and educationally) mandal of Bollapalli in Guntur district of Andhra
Pradesh. The village is surrounded by Nallamala reserve forest and
145 Kms far away from district head quarters. Total 522 families
are living in the village. Villagers mainly depend on agriculture and
agriculture labour work for their livelihood.
S. Name of the head of family
Community
No. 			

Land extent in
Acres

1

Bandarapu Rajarao

SC

2.00

2

Patra Musalaiah

SC

3.00

3

Potluri Palankaiah

ST

2.00

4

Gumma Manneiah

BC

2.00

5

Ballepogu Sreenu

SC

2.00

6

Gumma Anjaiah

BC

2.50

7

Gumma Sreenu

BC

2.40

8

Bandarapu Yesaiah

SC

2.00

The above eight families were initially landless and going for
agriculture labour work since there are no irrigation facilities in
the area. Agriculture work is available only for six months in this
area rest of the six months; they go on migration to Krishna district
for want of work along with children. Recognizing these families
Government of Andhra Pradesh allotted one hectare of waste land
(full of bushes, stones and jungle) to each family and issued pass
books to cultivate the land in order to stop the migration. Since
these families were poor, left their land as it is and depended on
the same labour work.

Knowing that Ravulapuram village is in the over exploited Zone
as per the study of Central Ground Water Deportment, ASSIST
volunteers visited the village and explained the villagers to start
water conservation measures to save the future generation in
the area. ASSIST organised mass meetings, cultural programmes
and exposure visits to bring awareness on watershed programme
and its activities and how useful they are for their development.
Villagers came to a decision that the watershed programme alone.
can change their lives and prepared plans for the same. With the
support of UMMI watershed project took shape in this village.
During the house visits ASSIST volunteers met the eight families
and explained the waste land development activity to them
but they were reluctant initially feeling that it will not happen.
Volunteers worked hard to build confidence among them and
farmed a user group with eight members with B. Raja Rao as their
group leader. This group is given proper training by ASSIST technical
Engineer how to Start and execute the works in a proper manner.
Group gained confidence and they hired earth work excavator
and removed jungle and bushes in their land. After clearing
the jungle all the family members removed stones manually in
their fields. At this stage soil fertility is done by collecting the
soil samples in different places of the field and found that soil
is very fertile and suitable for the crops like cotton, chilies, Red
gram, castor and horticultural crops like sweet lime and papaya.
Finally deep ploughing was done and land was made ready for
cultivation. Proper training was given to every farmer about crop
cultivation and first crops raised in the lands are Castor, Red gram
and Cotton in the year 2012-2013. All the eight families have got
good crop yield.
Later on they have elected Raja Rao as Village Development society
President. They realized to conserve rain water in their locality to
meet water requirement for the crops and asked engineer about
possibilities to conserve rain water. ASSIST Engineer making
Topographical mapping study and field survey identified points
suitable for the Farm ponds and trained group to execute the work.
As such two farm ponds were completed and filled with rain water.
By seeing the water in the ponds two farmers in the group drilled
deep bore wells, succeeded and planted high return horticulture
crop papaya in their lands. Other six farmers are cultivating cotton
and chilies which gives high returns than Red gram and castor.
Now these eight families stopped going on migration and
educating their children. This is one of the examples of watershed
programme that helped all the villagers’ either directly or indirectly
because ground water table is tremendously improved.
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Economic Development has been the main factor of distress and
despair among target population. The economic status of the
target population is always negatively affecting them. These are
because their voice is seldom heard by the officials and elected
representatives or by the general public. Hence, ASSIST has been
experimenting with different interventions in order to enhance
the target population living standards through the appropriate
livelihood promotion opportunities specific to the region and
community. ASSIST has learnt over the years that the economic
development of these target population could only be made
possible by finding and adopting livelihood activities appropriate
to the families based on the skills, talents and capabilities, available
resources and market demand. As part of an annual baseline
survey exercise in all the target villages, ASSIST tries to identify
the available opportunities for employment in all the sectors in
the region and possible work units and/or small-scale enterprises
based on the market demand.
ASSIST has now conducted a livelihood feasibility study in two
of the target areas during 2012-13. Based on the skill training
and entrepreneurship development, ASSIST has given assistance
in creating employment opportunities in order to establish smallscale enterprises. ASSIST continues to extend monitoring support
to all the enterprises established either by individuals or groups.
Self-Help Groups:
Women self-help groups are the key factors that have changed rural
economy in the past two decades in the State of Andhra Pradesh.
Women have proved to be successful in running micro enterprises
either at the community level or at the regional level. Now, the
bankers and lending organisations are encouraging women to
establish more and more enterprises by extending credit facilities.
ASSIST has continued its efforts in promoting more women selfhelp groups in its target villages by teaching the habit of initially
saving small amounts of money, then slowly becoming habituated
with internal lending activity and finally borrowing credit from

the banks and financial institutions. Groups are responsible
for repayment as a whole, although the loan is extended to an
individual. Due to this, moral responsibility falls on the group due
to the mutual guarantee for repayment. The following table gives
detailed information on the status of women self-help groups and
their financial status at the end of March 2013. These groups are
also involved in the women and child development interventions
as well as the economic development.
Mutually Aided Cooperative Thrift & Credit Societies:
For the next step in promoting long-term sustainability and
ensuring access to credit at door steps(whilst not making people
attracted to money-lenders at high rate of interest), these
women self-help groups are federated at cluster level or area
level to increase the share capital and also to extend loans at a
reasonable rate of interest on their own. ASSIST has promoted
17 of such MACTS, out of which 15 are managed exclusively by
female members and 2 are managed by the representatives of
families of either men or women. All these 17 societies had 7,460
members with their own savings and external contributions to
the tune of INR 109,515,036 at the end of 31st March 2013. Out
of this, INR 105,305,072 is extended as loan for the members. A
detailed statement is given below:
Micro-credit:
In addition to the above two categories, income generation
intervention is promoted to the target families through the Village
Development Societies, where MACTS is not yet formed. In seven
areas, these activities are extended to the tune of INR 3,495,000
covering 325 families.
The total number of families reached during the year 20122013 under all the three categories and the units promoted are
summarised as follows:
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Category

SHGs

MACTS

Micro-credit

Total

Sheep & Goat

28

43

4

75

Milk Business

7

13

-

20

Mutton & Fish Business

18

52

4

74

Fruits Business

25

61

9

95

104

67

5

176

Vegetable vending
Canteen

32

66

4

102

Patty Shop

75

93

7

175

Cloth Business

20

40

8

68

Sewing Machines

14

31

14

59

Eggs Business

8

15

5

28

Rice Business

44

7

2

53

Vessels Business

5

2

2

9

Auto Repairs

-

67

5

72

Fancy Goods

61

31

5

97

Onion Business

19

47

5

71

Basket Making

77

5

5

87

Nursery

12

7

6

25

Maggam work

56

8

8

72

Plastic Flowers Business

58

1

12

71

Quarry Business

-

-

6

6

Cell Phone Repair work

-

24

2

26

Iron Scrap Business

-

47

-

47

Lime Business

-

33

-

33

Ice Business

-

20

-

20

House Repairs

-

73

-

73

Milch Animals

798

181

35

1,014

Agriculture

622

225

172

1,019

2,083

1,259

325

3,667

Total
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Case Study-6
Ms. Pogadtha Ramana w/o Mr. Srinivas is a native of Rajamatha
Colony in Munnamvari palem in China Ganjam Mandal of
Prakasam District. She is of Banda Community. Rajamatha Colony
was formerly called as Banda colony. Ramana has two sons and a
daughter besides her aunt Chenchamma and her husband’s brother
Nagaraju and all living together. Their main Profession is selling
out tilak/bindi stickers, hair pins, plait rubber bands etc in the
villages in exchange for the hair during forenoons and collecting
waste papers in the evenings. Their family also has an unfinished
“Indiramma” houses built up to the slab level-which later was
completed with the assistance of ASSIST.
Ramanamma used to purchase all her material from Vijayawada.
To purchase all the goods at a time she needs more money
which is to be borrowed from money lenders at high interest.
Her husband Srinu helps her in all these dealings. Much of her
income goes to redeem the loans only. Under these circumstances
ASSIST has adapted this village as such as she got assistance from
ASSIST to complete their unfinished house. She also recovered an
amount of Rs. 10,000/- as loan to run her business successfully.
She also admitted her sons Gopi and Siva Kumar and daughter
Rangavanitha in TEC School established with the assistance of
ASSIST. She also got admitted her husband’s brother Nagaraju
in the High School. All the children are comfortably living with
her now.

Ramana also joined as a member in the Prasanthi Thrift Group of
the village and regularly maintaining her account update. She has
received again Rs. 30,000/- loan from the Society and developed
her business. In all these activities and in selling away the goods in
the village she has taken her husband’s help. To help her husband
in this business she had her husband purchased a TVS vehicle to
add more to this she had taken another loan Rs. 20,000/- from
the society and brought more goods from Vijayawada and began
selling them to the retailers also and thus her profits increased.
Ramana gradually realized the need for a hotel and a sundry shop
in Rajamatha Colony. At once she has take a loan of Rs. 30,000/and started a small hotel cum sundry shop in her area. Her aunt
Chenchamma takes care of the hotel and shop where as she and
her husband do the businesses in the village. They also added fancy
goods in their business as the time passed. At present Gopi is in
9th class Siva Kumar is in 7th class and daughter Rangavanitha
is in 2nd class. Her husband’s brother Nagaraju is in 10th class.
The face of the family is totally changed now. They are no more
in picking up waste papers. Their average monthly income is Rs.
10,000/- to Rs. 15,000/-. Their family is happy and healthy. The
whole family pays their gratitude to ASSIST for all these changes
in their lives.
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6

5

4

3

2

1

Navodaya

		

		

Elachetladibba

Total		

Adarsha

Vetapalem

Ushodaya

Avanigadda

Desaipet

Prathyusha

		

Tarakaramnagar

Kukkalavaripalem

Kattavaripalem

Maapragathi

Ankamma

Mitra

Dasireddypalem

Martur

Ballikurava

Santhamagulur

Patha Ganesunipadu

Maruthinagar

Janapadu

Mallavolu

Edlapadu

Komatinenivaripalem

Nadendla

Place

		

Vetapalem

		

Maacheyutha

AMMPMACTS

		

Kodepi

Naveena

		

Cheyutha

Prasanthi

		

Ballikurava

Pragathi

Chaitanya

		

Piduguralla

Prathibha

		

Adarsha

Pragathi

Edlapadu

Area

		

S.No.

Name of the
MACTS

267,880

140,080

367,664

72,215

60,000

119,325

100,150

-

545,412

174,625

15,800

464,400

142,400

262,200

619,630

197,893

470,300

Savings
INR

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

9

2

-

-

-

-

-

3,644,000

20

-

7,968,270            1

3,679,500

3,404,114

-            -   

4,056,482

3,602,300

19,553,527

4,595,500

1,066,929

425,250

7,406,000

3,841,000

3,705,000

13,891,500

6,045,200

9,425,500

292,020

-

    4,980

5,520

-

            -   

-

-

-

-

380

-

141,400

56,000

80,600

2,350

-

790

331

210

1,689

490

333

393

667

499

393

380

327

460

373

182

8,995,000

-

7,460

362

   130,000         227

310,000

-

              -            144

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,240,000

2,245,000

2,070,000

-

-

-

3,989,500

3,404,114

               -   

4,056,482

3,602,300

19,553,527

4,595,500

1,066,929

425,250

11,646,000

6,086,000

5,775,000

13,891,500

6,045,200

9,425,500

3,644,000
4,209,964 105,305,072

262,880

  149,520    8,098,270

361,364

72,215

    60,000

119,325

100,150

-

545,412

165,865

15,800

605,800

197,400

342,800

621,980

197,893

391,560

Internal
Landing INR

As on 31st March-2013

Internal
Savings
Lending INR Members
INR

Additions During the year

Internal
Savings
Lending INR Members
INR

7,598 4,019,974 96,310,072

362

229

382

182

144

331

210

1,689

490

358

393

659

495

391

380

327

576

Members

As on Ist April-2012

DETAILS OF MACTS (Table -2)
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775

		

323

12
41
12
9
9
83

8
82
21
2
38
20
171

Total

61
72
96
8
3
240

2011-12 2012-13

4
34
154
143
232
5
6
26
604

MACTS /
AREAS

1 Adarsha
2 Pragathi
3 Prathibha
4 Chaitanya
5 Pragathi
6 Prasanthi
7 Navodaya
8 Cheyutha
9 Naveena
10 AMMPMACTS
11 Macheyutha
12 Mitra
13 Ankamma
14 Mapragathi
15 Pathyusha
16 Ushodaya
17 Adarsha(Avg)
		
SubTotal
AREAS:
1 Bollapalli
2 Gutlapalli
3 Piduguralla
4 Ballikurava
5 Ongole
6 Vetapalem
7 Pudur
		
SubTotal

Sl.
No.

No. of SHGs
Covered

1,675

40
167
56
25
80
80
448

8
61
330
259
498
13
15
43
1,227

2011-12

80,500
612,000
1,810,000
1,813,000
3,710,000
130,000
165,000
860,000
9,180,500

2011-12

2,070,000
2,245,000
4,240,000
310,000
130,000
8,995,000

2012-13

Loan Given Amount
INR

1,584 13,251,100 12,490,000

30 400,000
300,000
164 1,670,000 1,640,000
61 560,000
610,000
24
360,000
- 250,000
46 790,600
585,000
- 400,000
325 4,070,600 3,495,000

356
301
559
33
10
1,259

2012-13

No. of Families
Covered

900

23
28
55
106

5
45
173
149
351
13
15
43
794

2011-12

2012-13

971 7,093,600 7,681,000

30 230,000 300,000
21 280,000 210,000
24
- 360,000
43 620,600 555,000
118 1,130,600 1,425,000

50,000
- 450,000
201 1,025,000 1,270,000
194 1,043,000 1,496,000
416 2,240,000 3,060,000
33 130,000 310,000
9 165,000 120,000
- 860,000
853 5,963,0006,256,000

2011-12 2012-13

Amount INR

Non-Farm Enterprises
No. of Loans

403

17
50
19
25
8
80
199

3
16
59
70
56
204

2011-12

2012-13

Amount INR

320,000
30,000
350,000
216 3,047,500 1,609,000

170,000
500,000
32
190,000
250,000
3
- 400,000
35 1,510,000

30,500
162,000
49
295,000 255,000
72
490,000 504,000
59
560,000 490,000
1
10,000
181 1,537,5001,259,000

2011-12 2012-13

No. of Loans

Animal Husbandry

Types of Loan

372

117
9
17
143

98
40
91
229

2012-13

3973,110,000 3,200,000

164 1,170,000 1,640,000
8 90,000 80,000
- 170,000
1721,430,000 1,720,000

106 490,000 545,000
35 280,000 245,000
84 910,000 690,000
2251,680,0001,480,000

2011-12 2012-13 2011-12

Amount INR

Agriculture
No. of Loans

IMPROVEMENT IN SUPPORTING OF LIVELIHOOD PROMOTION (FROM 1.04.2012 TO 31.03.2013 (table 3)
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graphs pertaning to Table -2

graphs pertaning to Table -3

(DETAILS OF MACTS)

(LIVELIHOOD PROMOTION )

7,650

900

Members

7,600

800
600
500

7,500

400
7,460

7,450

100

7,350
As on 31st
March'12

As on 31st
March'13

Savings
4,209,964

1680
1,660

4,150,000

1,640

4,019,974

1,584

1,540
As on 31st
March'12

As on 31st
March'13

1,520

105,305,072

13,400,000

102,000,000

13,000,000

2011-13

13,251,100

12,800,000

96,310,072

12,600,000

96,000,000

12,400,000

94,000,000

12,200,000

92,000,000

12,000,000
As on 31st
March'12

2010-12

Internal Lending

Internal Lending

13,200,000

90,000,000

1,675

1,560

104,000,000

98,000,000

No. of Families
Covered

1,580

3,950,000

100,000,000

2011-13

1,600

4,000,000

106,000,000

2010-12

1,620

4,100,000
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0

4,200,000

3,900,000

323

300
200

7,400

4,050,000

775

700

7,598

7,550

4,250,000

Members

As on 31st
March'13

11,800,000

12,490,000

As on 31st
March'12

As on 31st
March'13

Capacity Building

ASSIST continues to give greater emphasis on enhancing the capacities and capabilities of
staff involved in the execution of development works in order to achieve a greater impact on
sustainable development in its target villages.
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ASSIST continues to give greater emphasis on enhancing the
capacities and capabilities of staff involved in the execution
of development works in order to achieve a greater impact on
sustainable development in its target villages. It strongly believes
both the organisation and the people involved in it have to be
constantly up to date with the present development trends in the
society. One must relate the work to the external environment
and compare the progress from time to time. This is only possible
through the internal trainings, where the staff have an opportunity
to share their experience, results and problems and to get the
feedback from their colleagues on other areas. Similarly, this is
further strengthened through the external trainings, where the staff
have an opportunity to relate their work to the work executed and
results achieved in other organisations. These internal trainings
may further results, exchanges of ideas and collaborations by
exchanging each others talents.

S. Subject
No.		
1

No. of
members Trained

Training on Child Rights

2

• Definition of Child
• Importance of Education
• Categories of Child Rights
2

Training on Child Protection Policy

18

• Recognition of Child
• Explore Child Protection
• Identify Child Protection Issues
3

Training on Documentation & Report Writing

6

• Report Writing skills
• Qualities of Report Writing
• How to write Description Report
• How to make Effective Documentation
4

Training on RTE Act & ASSIST Methodology

15

• ASSIST Vision, Mission, Goal and Strategy
• Importance of Education
• Rehabilitation of Child Labour
• Right to Education Act
5

Training on Vocational Skills

10

• Importance of Vocational Skills
• How to Prepare Zandu Balm and Shampoo
6

Training on Learn Without Fear

12

• Bullying
• Corporal Punishment
• Sexual Abuse
7

Training to Field Staff

21

• ASSIST Origin
• Child Right
• Advocacy and Lobbying
		

Total

84

	S.No	Subject	No. of Members	Name of the Organising Institution
1

Workshop on Child Rights

1

PDFCR - Ongole

2

State level Workshop on Learn Without Fear

2

Plan India - Hyderabad

3

Workshop on Implementation of SC & ST and Atrocities act 1989

1

CPO - Ongole

4

Training on MIS & Documentation and Report Writing

4

Balavikas - Warangal

5

Workshop on Disaster Mitigation

1

APSDM Society – Ongole

6

Workshop on Convergence of Services by Govt. Officials and CSO

1

Plan India - Hyderabad

7

Training on Child Rights

2

CRAF - Guntur

8

Workshop on Gender Bias

8

Plan India - Bangalore

9

Workshop on Water & Sanitation facilities in schools

1

APACR- Hyderabad

10

Workshop on Teaching Methods

3

Edulever - Hyderabad

11

TOT on Entrepreneurship Development

1

NIMSME - Hyderabad

12

Workshop on Public Hearing & Stop Violence against Children

13

Technical Camp

1

US - Consulate General, Samhitha - Mumbai

14

Seminar on Voluntary action in India

1

Nagarjuna University – Guntur

		 Total

48
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APACR - Hyderabad

Partners in Progress
S.
No.

AGENCY

PROGRAMME

1 MANI TESE/INTERVITA, ITALY

• Comprehensive Community Development Programme to 		
			 Combat the Problem of Child Labour, Piduguralla

2 FONDAZIONE AIUTARE I BAMBINI, ITALY

• Distance Adoption Programme, Katarivaripalem-Vetapalem,
			 Markapur, Bollapalli, Nehrunagar and Dande colony
• Water and Sanitation Programme
		

3 UMMI, ITALY

• Watershed Projects, Gangupalli, Ravulapuram and 		

			 Gandiganumala
• Treatment of Water Plants
		
		
• Medical Aid

4 SONNENHAUS, GERMANY

• Community Based Innovations to Reduce Child Labour 		
			 through Education, Pudur mandal of Ranga Reddy District

5 RRDF, THE NETHERLANDS

• Comprehensive Community Development Programme in 		
			 Elachetladibba of Krishna District
• Vocational Training
		

6
7
8
9

PHILIP MORRIS, SWITZERLAND

10
11
12
13

KFB, AUSTRIA

THE DISTRICT COLLECTOR, KRISHNA
PLAN INTERNATIONAL (INDIA CHAPTER) New Delhi

• Child Labour Elimination in Tobacco Industry in 4 Pilot Villages
• Community Development Works, Elachetladibba
• Combating Child Labour in Andhra Pradesh
• Comprehensive Child Labour Eradication Programme, 		

THE KADOORIE CHARITABLE FOUNDATION, HONG KONG
			
Gutlapalli				

• Protecting Women and Girl children
• Child Sponsorship Programme
DISTRICT MEDICAL & HEALTH OFFICER, GUNTUR
• Urban Health Centre, Purushottapatnam
GIVE INDIA, MUMBAI
• Child Sponsorship Programme
• Provision of Safe Drinking Water
				
• Sanitation Programme
				
• General Fund
				
14 CAF INDIA, NEW DELHI
• Support My School Project
15 NI-MSME, HYDERABAD
• Vocational Training Programmes
16 GIVE2ASIA, USA
• Domalagundam Land Development, Gutlapalli
17 INTERNATIONAL TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION, HONG KONG • Farmers Awareness Generation
18 GODFREY PHILIPS INDIA LIMITED, GUNTUR
• Farmers Awareness Generation
19 GE VOLUNTEERS, HYDERABAD COUNCIL THROUGH UNITED WAY • Strengthening School Infrastructure
20 MS. CLARINDA STILL FAMILY MEMBERS AND FRIENDS, UK
• Child Sponsorship Programme
21 GE VOLUNTEERS, ITALY
• Community Development Works, Nizampet
22 DESWOS, GERMANY
• Child Sponsorship Programme
23 SOTTO L’ALBERO ONLUS, ITALY
• Child Sponsorship Programme
24 THE ADM CAPITAL FOUNDATION, HONG KONG
• Piduguralla Vocational Training Centre
25 THE DISTRICT COLLECTOR, GUNTUR
• Balahita Special Schools
26 ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS, USA
• Water Treatment Plant
27 GLOBAL GIVING FOUNDATION, USA
• Flood Housing
28 MAHITA, HYDERABAD
• Organizating Review & Strengthening of District Civil Society
INSIEME SI PUO, ITALY

Action Group and Public Hearing on Violence against children

29 Ms.NICOLE EBERLE, GERMANY

• Child Sponsorship Programme
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Executive Committee Members 2012-2013

S.
No.

50

Name & Address

Sex

Qualifiction

Occupation

Position
in the Board

1

Dr. Ravi Vadlamani
Chartered Accountant
M/s. Umamaheswara Rao & Co.
Main Road, Brodipet
Guntur - 522 002
Mobile : 9848132565

Male

F.C.A.

Chartered
Accountant

President

2

Fr. A. Santiago
VRO
Pedakakani - 522 509,
Guntur Dist.

Male

B.Sc., B.Ed.

Social Worker

Vice-President

3

Fr. N. Bala Showraiah
Bishop House,
Ring Road,
Guntur-522 007.
Mobile : 99597 66334

Male

B.A.

Parish Priest
RCM Church

Executive
Secretary

4

Mr. N.V. Subbaiah  Chowdary
Advocate
8/56, Lawyerpet Extension
Ongole - 523 001
Ph. 08592 - 234297 / 224297
Mobile : 94400 75174

Male

M.A., B.L.

Advocate

Joint
Secretary

5

Mrs. T. Naga Harshitha
W/o Dr. Satyam Babu
Near Bhaskar Theatre,
Chilakaluripet- 522 616
Guntur Dist.
Mobile : 99599 53655

Female

M.B.B.S., D.G.O.

Doctor

Treasurer

Executive Committee Members 2012-2013

S.
No.
6

Name & Address

Mrs. G. Sarojini

Sex

Qualifiction

Occupation

Position
in the Board

Female

Intermediate

Social Worker

Member

Male

B.A.

Social Worker

Member

Manju Nursing Home
Chilakaluripet - 522 616
Guntur Distirct
Mobile : 98498 28731
7

Mr. K. Anji Babu
Pandaripuram
Chilakaluripet - 522 616
Guntur Distirct
Mobile : 98496 38244

8

Mr. T. Venkata Rayalu
Retired Principal
Pandaripuram
Chilakaluripet - 522 616
Guntur District
Ph. 08647 - 253420

Male

M.A. (Litt)

Rtd. Principal

Member

9

Mrs. G. Suseela

Female

B.L.Sc.

Rtd. Librarian

Member

#23-2-13, Sai Towers
9th Lane, Pandaripuram,
Chilakaluripet - 522 616.
Guntur Dist.
Mobile : 90100 93797
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Auditor ’s Report
REPORT OF THE AUDITORS TO THE MEMBERS
We have audited the attached Balance Sheet of ASSIST as at 31st March, 2013, Income and Expenditure Account and also Receipts
and Payments Account for the year 2012-13. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Society’s management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in India. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the Financial Statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the Financial Statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by the management, as well as
evaluating the overall Financial Statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets and liabilities arising from cash transactions of ASSIST
at 31.03.2013 and of the revenue collected and expenses paid during the year then ended on the cash receipts and disbursements
basis as described in Note 1 of the Schedule - VI”
(1) We have obtained all the information and explanations, which, to the best of our knowledge and belief, were necessary for
the purpose of our audit.
(2) In our opinion, proper books of accounts as required by law have been kept by the Society so far as appears from our
examination of those books.
(3) The Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure Account dealt with by this Report are in agreement with the books of accounts.
(4) In our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the explanations given to us, the said accounts read
together with the Significant Accounting Policies and Notes give the information required by the Indian Societies Registration
Act XXI of 1860 in the manner so required and give a true and fair view in conformity with the accounting principles generally
accepted in India:
a) In the case of the Balance Sheet, of the State of affairs of the Society as at 31st March, 2013, and
b) In the case of the Income and Expenditure Account, of the excess of Expenditure over Income of the Society for the year ended
on that date.

For JAWAHAR AND ASSOCIATES
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
REG.No. 001281S
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PLACE

: CHILAKALURIPET

DATE

: 30-08-2013

Sd/(K. PRABHAKAR)
PARTNER
MEM.NO 26041
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Assist

(Building Rural India)
BALANCE SHEET AS ON		
31st March 2013
			
INR

31st March 2012
INR

LIABILITIES
Capital Fund

30,870,588

34,684,663

Donor Agencies Account

3,919,009

3,237,337

Loan Funds

1,876,060

1,327,720

36,665,657

39,249,720

Fixed Assets

17,173,201

17,342,916

Current Assets, Loans & Advances

19,492,456

21,906,804

36,665,657

39,249,720

	TOTAL
ASSETS

	TOTAL
Accounting Policies and Notes to Accounts
form part of accounts

PLACE

: CHILAKALURIPET

DATE

: 30-08-2013

Sd/TREASURER

For JAWAHAR AND ASSOCIATES
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
REG. No. 001281S

Sd/operational director

Sd/(K. PRABHAKAR)
PARTNER
MEM.NO 26041
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 		
FOR THE YEAR ENDED		

31st March 2013
INR

31st March 2012
INR

INCOME
Donations and Grants

2,560,057

5,414,196

Interest and other Income

1,390,842

452,734

44,376

2,070,658

3,872,586

-

7,867,861

7,937,588

2,732,535

4,770,873

941,314

665,710

4,194,012

2,354,772

-

146,233

7,867,861

7,937,588

Profit on Sale of Assets
Excess of Expenditure over Income
	TOTAL
expenditure
Projects
Interest and Administration
Depreciation
Excess of Income over Expenditure
	TOTAL
Accounting Policies and Notes to
Accounts form part of accounts

PLACE

: CHILAKALURIPET

DATE

: 30-08-2013

Sd/TREASURER
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For JAWAHAR AND ASSOCIATES
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
REG.No. 001281S

Sd/operational director

Sd/(K. PRABHAKAR)
PARTNER
MEM.NO 26041
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RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED

31st March 2013
INR

31st March 2012
INR

RECEIPTS
Opening balances

14,233,084

15,569,597

Donations and Grants

54,376,955

72,148,182

Interest and other Income

3,387,769

4,066,112

Loans and Advances Received & Recovered

3,537,015

3,293,800

75,534,823

95,077,691

56,251,093

70,665,426

941,314

665,709

Loans and Advances Given & Refunded

2,639,467

3,427,749

Fixed Assets

2,435,811

6,085,723

13,267,138

14,233,084

75,534,823

95,077,691

	TOTAL
PAYMENTS
Projects
Interest and Administration

Closing balances
TOTAL
Accounting Policies and Notes to
Accounts form part of accounts

PLACE

: CHILAKALURIPET

DATE

: 30-08-2013

Sd/TREASURER

For JAWAHAR AND ASSOCIATES
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
REG.No. 001281S

Sd/operational director

Sd/(K. PRABHAKAR)
PARTNER
MEM.NO 26041
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NOTES FORMING PART OF ACCOUNT
I.

DISCLOSURE OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES:
1. Revenue Recognition: The Society follows cash basis of accounting for all financial transactions and therefore income is
recognized as and when the contributions are received. The society may need not to refund the contributions received form
certain agencies, if the same is not utilized for the sanctioned purpose as per the agreement.
2. FIXED ASSETS AND DEPRECIATION:

		

a)

Fixed Assets are accounted at cost including freight, installation charges, duties, taxes, insurance and other incidental
charges thereon.

		

b)

Depreciation on fixed assets is charged at the rates prescribed by the Income Tax Act on written down value method.

3. Retirement Benefits :
		

Provident Fund: Society’s contribution to Provident Fund is recognised on cash basis.

4. GOVERNMENT GRANTS
The grants in aid and the expenditure on projects are shown in the Receipts and Payments Account. Unexpended grants in
aid at the end of the year are shown as Liability.
5. Materials issued to the villagers for various construction purposes are treated as materials consumed during the year
8. There are no contingent liabilities.
9. ACCOUNTING FOR TAXES ON INCOME:
Accounting standard 22 on accounting for taxes on income is not applicable to this Society, as this Society’s income is exempt
under the Income Tax Act 1961.
II.

1. Interest Received under Receipts and Payments account includes interest received on staff Loans.
2. Previous year figures are re-grouped wherever necessary.

PLACE

: CHILAKALURIPET

DATE

: 30-08-2013

Sd/TREASURER
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For JAWAHAR AND ASSOCIATES
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
REG.No. 001281S

Sd/operational director

Sd/(K. PRABHAKAR)
PARTNER
MEM.NO 26041
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1. Salary and benefits of the Head of the NGO :
NAME
Mr. JASHTI RANGA RAO

2. Staff Remuneration (Gross annual salary + benefits) in Rupees :			
Highest Salary Paid (Mr. J. Ranga Rao, Director)

BENEFITS

AMOUNT. INR

Basic

15,000.00

D.A.

12,000.00

H.R.A.

3,000.00

F.T.A.

5,000.00

SPECIAL

5,000.00

TOTAL

40,000.00

INR
480,000.00

per annum

42,000.00

per annum

Lowest Salary Paid (Mrs. K.Siyonu Kumari, Balwadi Teacher)
3. All remuneration and reimbursements to Board member :

NiL

4. Distribution of staff according to salary levels :
Slab of gross salary per month (in Rs.)
Male staff
Female staff
plus benefits paid to staff			

Total staff

Less than 5,000

18

14

32

5,000 - 10,000

45

30

75

10,000 - 25,000

17

3

20

4

-

4

84

47

131

Above 25,000
Total

5. Total cost of international travel by all personnel : (including volunteers)
	Name & Designation
Destination
Purpose
Gross	Sponsored by
				Expenses INR
external organisation
1. Mr. P. Badri Reddy
Korea and Seoul
				
				

To study and learn the
1,57,250
advanced tobacco growing		
techniques.

Godfray Philips India Limited,
Guntur

  2. Mr. P. Veera Raghava Rao
Korea and Seoul
				
				

To study and learn the
1,57,250
advanced tobacco growing		
techniques

Godfray Philips India Limited,
Guntur

3. Mr. P. Srinivasa Murali Babu Korea and Seoul
				
				

To study and learn the
1,57,250
advanced tobacco growing		
techniques

Godfray Philips India Limited,
Guntur

6. Total cost of National travel by all personnel : (including volunteers)

INR 46,145
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Future thrust
also has enormous potential and a great deal of this is related
to farm activity – such as post-harvest operations, maintenance
of farm equipment etc. Therefore, there is a virtuous cycle interconnecting the expansion of farm economic activity and that of
rural non-farm income opportunities.
The development and transformation of the rural economy
requires rapid expansion of employment and income opportunities,
both on farm and off farm. Rural transformation also requires
improvements in health care, education and skill development.
Living standards have changed abnormally based on the changes
taking place in the rest of the world. One now has to strive harder
to meet to the needs and demands of all members of the family.
In light of these factors, ASSIST would like to focus on the following
areas to promote sustainable development in its target villages:

Dr. Ravi Vadlamani

Honorary President, ASSIST

Presently, global economic prospects are clouded with uncertainty.
The world has avoided a prolonged downturn that was feared
at one stage as a possible consequence of the 2008 crisis. The
industrialised countries have resumed positive growth after
contracting in 2009, however, growth in these countries remain
anaemic due to serious macro-economic imbalances and concerns
about sovereign debt. Emerging markets are growing in a more
robust manner, and India has been one of the leaders in this
process. However, concern about sovereign debt and fiscal
unsustainability in industrialised countries not only weakens the
prospects of an early return to robust growth, but also creates
uncertainty about the export markets in industrialised countries.
A few adverse global have been the rise in oil prices, and also the
prices of other commodities, including food. These developments
have affected India indirectly. Economic management over the
next two or three years will have to cope with this uncertainty.
On the other hand, the Census of 2011 estimates that 833 million
people continue to live in rural India. A very large proportion
of them are either wholly or significantly dependant on their
livelihood of farm activity – be it crop agriculture, horticulture,
animal husbandry or fisheries. The expansion of income
opportunities in the farm sector and a progressive absorption into
non-agricultural activity is the most potent weapon for reducing
poverty. Expansion of non-farm income opportunity in rural areas
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• With the abundant political consciousness among the target
population, the role of voluntary organisation is to sensitise
them their rights and duties and to prepare them to demand
community based infrastructure and related resources with
advocacy and lobbying skills and talents. These demands
should not be based on obtaining short-term gains with welfare
measures that result in dependence, but rather based on the
enhancement of their livelihood promotion opportunities by
increasing production in all sectors.
• The promotion of people’s organisations (women self-help
groups, village development societies, MACTS, etc.) among
the deprived communities to make them cohesive groups
irrespective of any socio-political difference. This is for their
development and to link them to the village panchayats in order
to ascertain their rights.
• Continuously strive for the empowerment of women and
develop communities without gender bias through the use of
self-help groups, equal women representation of women. Also
through the use of obtaining equal rights for women in decision
making at household level, community level and society in
general.
• Work on the holistic development of child’s right from
conception until puberty. This includes fulfilment of all the
rights – survival, protection, development and participation;
• Promote necessary infrastructure and appropriate environment
for the development of children - at home, in school and in the
community.

Future thrust
• Sensitise the target population on the problems of child labour,
child marriages, female foeticide and infanticide and enable
the People’s Organisations and Village Panchayats to take
resolutions against them in their respective villages.
• Improve sanitary conditions in the target villages through the
promotion of positive health, positive hygiene practices and by
establishing the necessary infrastructure and facilities which
they will hopefully be able to end up managing without external
help.
• Enable the target communities to develop their habitation
with secured shelter, sanitation, clean water and other basic
infrastructure needed for their development.
• Manage the water and land resources in the village by
optimising their utilisation in order to restore the local resources
and to enhance the agriculture production by bringing the total
land under cultivation.
• Conduct feasibility studies in the target villages in order to
identify appropriate livelihood promotion opportunities in the
area based on the local resources and demands.

• Strive for the economic development of the target population
through vocational training and providing support in order to
help them find suitable jobs or to enable them to establish their
own self-managed or group-managed work units or small-scale
enterprises.
In order to make this all possible, ASSIST has to strive hard to
intensify its partnership with the existing and new organisations
all over the world. Due to the economic crisis ASSIST has had to
make efforts to enhance its fund raising capacities through the
individuals and groups rather than depending exclusively on
organisations. ASSIST has already made a good beginning with
the corporates and are doing well in exploring partnership projects
under ‘Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)’. ASSIST must work
harder in this direction in light of the recent Government bill to
make it a statutory for all the big corporates to invest 2% of their
profit in CSR.
Let us hope that we will strengthen our increased resources in order
to respond to the needs of people in our target villages and thus
take those in question forwards towards sustainable development
in an organised manner.

General Body

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

operational director

associate director
personnel

Personnel &
training

executive director

associate director
projects

documentation
& monitoring

project
support unit

associate director
finance

micro
finance

finance &
Accounts

associate director
administration

general
administration

area co-ordinator

programme in-charge

teacher

cluster in-charge /
community organiser

supportive
staff

village development society
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Target Villages
1. Area: Bollapalli
1. Hanumapuram
2. Papayapalem
3. Marripalem
4. Chekrayapalem
5. Rajanaik Thanda
6. Lalipuram
7. Veerappakunta Thanda
8. Reddy Palem
9. Gummanampadu
10. Lingamgunta Thanda
11. Chenchugunta Thanda
12. Garikapadu
13. Pamidipadu
14. Mellavagu
15. Jayanthi Ramapuram
16. Venkatareddypuram
17. Mekaladinne
18. N.S.K. Thanda
19. Ayyanna Palem
20. Bollapalli
21. Remidicherla
22. Bandlamotu
23. Malapadu
24. Mugachinthala Palem
25. Vellaturu
26. Perurupadu
27. Kesavanipeta Thanda
28. Naidupalem
29. Sangineedupalem
30. Vaddemkunta
31. Sarikondapalem
32. Sarikondapalem Thanda
33. Seetharampuram Thanda
2. Area: Chilakaluripet
34. Sanjeeva Nagar
35. Adi Andhra Colony
36. Santhi Nagar
37. Mother Theresa Colony
38. YSR Colony
39. Jiddu Palem
40. NTR Colony
41. Maruthi Nagar
42. Sreenivasa Nagar
43. Rachamallu Nagar
3. Area: Edlapadu
44. Edlapadu
45. Gopalpuram
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46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Dinthenapadu
Nadendla ST
Tubadu
Chirumamilla
Jangalapalli
Appapuram
Endugumpalem
Gangannapalem
Komatinenivaripalem

4. Area: Gutlapalli
55. Gutlapalli
56. Kandrika
57. Gangupalli
58. Gangupalli Thanda
59. Ravulapuram
60. Solayapalem
61. Bodipalem Thanda
62. Garladenne
63. Mannepalli Thanda
64. Gandiganumala
65. Domalagundam
66. Domalagundam Thanda
67. Gandiganumala K. Thanda
68. Kanumalacheruvu
69. Bridge Thanda
70. Gandhi Nagar
71. Gati Thanda
72. Mooduthumulu Thanda
73. Nehrunagar Thanda
74. Yerraveni Chenchu Colony
75. Ramapuram
76. Palukuru
77. Palukuru Thanda
78. Somalavagu Thanda
79. Enimeeda Thanda
5. Area: Piduguralla
80. Maruthi Nagar
81. Swarnapitchiah Colony
82. Chandrapalem
83. Balajikata
84. Lenin Nagar
85. Sanjeevareddy Nagar
86. Brahmanapalli
87. Janapadu
88. Gandhi Nagar
89. Patha Ganesunipadu
90. Konanki
91. Kotha Ganesunipadu
92. Pillutla

93.
94.
95.
96.

Mallavolu
Morjampadu
Sri Rukminipuram
Kondamodu

6. Area: Ballikurava
97. Ballikurava
98. Konedana
99. Vemavaram
100. Vellalacheruvu
101. Nehru Nagar
102. Santhamagulur
103. Pathamagulur
104. Kishore Sagar
105. Rajupalem
106. Adijambavanagar
107. Vijayanagar Colony
108. Adarsa Nagar
7. Area: Markapur
109. Ramapuram
110. Kocherlakota
111. Pullayapalli
112. Kattakindapalli
113. Basireddypalli
114. Narapareddypalli
115. Indlacheruvu
116. Manginapudi
117. Ananthavaram
118. Vagumadugu
119. Regadapalli
120. Bodapadu
121. Ambhapuram
122. Vaddimadugu
123. Marripalem
124. Gurralamadugu
125. Chowtapalli
126. Thuvvapadu
127. Thurpupalli
128. Munagapadu
129. Basavapuram
130. Nagarajukunta
131. Chinthaguntla
132. Konakanamitla
133. Rayavaram
8. Area: Ongole
134. Mallavarappadu
135. Karumanchi
136. Jayavaram
137. Kakuturivaripalem

Target Villages
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.

Surareddypalem
Velagapudi
Jammulapalem
Valluru
Kanduluru
Marlapadu
Alakurapadu
Mittapalem
Muppavaram
Koruppalapadu
Saduvaripalem
Paletipadu
Tumadu
Vaviletipadu
Bitragunta
Devireddy Palem
Naidupalem
Sivapuram
Konijedu
China Venkanna Palem
Vennur
PMV Kandrika
Choudavaram
Pasupukuduru
Venkatayapalem
Rayavaripalem

9. Area: Vetapalem
164. Venkata Subbaiah Palem
165. Tankayachetlapalem
166. Utukuri Subbaiah Palem
167. Jagannadhapuram
168. Ramannapet
169. Thirupathamma Colony
170. Vinayakapuram
171. Lepracy Colony
172. Gaddalagunta
173. Lohiyapuram
174. Seetharampuram
175. Rajubangarupalem
176. Rajamatha Colony
177. Ameen Nagar
178. Etimoga Pattapupalem
179. Koduruvaripalem
180. Katamvaripalem
181. Chandramouly Nagar
182. Dande Colony
183. Jandrapet
184. Weavers colony
185. Chinnammagaripattapupalem
186. Kukkalavaripalem
10. Area: Pullalacheruvu
187. Pullalacheruvu

188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.

Gangavaram
Garapenta
Chennapalem
R. Ummadivaram
Venkata Reddy Palli
Chapalamadugu
Kothuru
Naidupalem
Chennampalli
C. Errabalem
Pidikitivaripalli
C. Kottapalli
Kavalakuntla
Rangannapalem
Kundampalli
Komarole
Mulamadugu Thanda
Narava Thanda
Murikimallapenta
Yandrapalli
Patha Cheruvu Thanda
Pitche Raju Cheruvu Thanda
Mallapalem
Narajamula
China Pitchiraju Cheruvu Thanda
Rachakonda
Suddakurava Thanda
Mutukula
Singupalli
Tellagatla
Beerinenipalli
Marrivemula
Gajulapalem
M. Yarrapalem
Sathakodu
Akkapalem
Manepalli
Ayyaganipalli
Lenin Nagar
Isuka Tripuravaram
Sidanapalem
Rentapalli
Rantapali Thanda
Konda Reddy Colony
Gandibavigudem
Chowtapatcharla
Niluvuralla Colony

11. Area: Pudur
235. Manchanapalli
236. Matugudem
237. Mariyapur
238. Gattupalli
239. Nizampet Medipalli

240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271.
272.
273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
278.

Nizampet
Thurkeyekepalli
Somangurthi
Devanonigudem
Keravelli
Sirigaipalli
Thirumalapur Thanda
Pudur
Maisammagadda Thanda
Chinabanda Thanda
Khadmur
Mittakankal
Kankal
Peddaumenthal
Rakamcherla
Pudugurthi
Chinthalapalli
Chengomul
Barlapalli
Thimmapur
Bakapur
Medipallikalan
Medikonda
Regadimamidipalli
Angadichittempalli
Pothireddyguda
Quthbullapur
Kandlapalli
Meerjapur
Seriguda
Manneguda
Manneguda Thanda
Gongupalli
Gongupalli Thanda
Yenkepalli
Chenchupalli
Cheelapur
Kothapalli
Dandugadda

12. Area: Avanigadda
279. Patha Upakali
280. Sangameswaram
281. Nali
282. Etimoga
283. Gullalamoda
284. Edurumondi
285. Nachugunta
286. Elachetladibba
287. Zinkapalem
288. Gollamanda
289. Lakshmipuram
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Building Rural India
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